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EDITOR lS NOTE 

Of Polish descent and French nationality, Professor J, Przyluski was bom in 1SB5 and 

died on the 27th. October. 1944, The following is taken from an Obituary Notice 

by F. W. Thomas published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1950, pp. 98-9 : 

''His original insight had opened, and his strength of judgment had assured, new 

approaches to little investigated areas of research in Indian linguistics, sociology, and 

religion. Receiving in 1907 a post in Indo-China, he found opportunity to deepen his 

original equipment in Chinese and Ann a mile language and lore, and came to hold a 

lectureship in the latter subject. From his intimate knowledge of the peoples lie 

derived his conception of the interdependence of languages, usages, rites, and beliefs, 

“As deputy Professor {{913) of Annamite at the Ecole dcs Languages Orientates 

Vivantes in Paris, he joined in organising instruction in the Comparative Grammar of the 

Indo-Chinese languages. His wide linguistic competence, evidenced by papers contributed 

to the Memoires of the Societe de Linguistique or to Scientia, was recognised in 1928 

by his election as Vice-President of the first Congress of Linguists and later by Meillefs 

choice of him, in Les Longues du Monde, as authority for nearly all the language groups 

of South-Eastern Asia. Flis venturesome Indian etymologies have needed, and may 

sometimes require, this background. 

uTo Buddhist studies Przyluski came by way of a long historico-gcographica! 

investigation of the data concerning N. W, India contained in the Vittaya of the Mula- 

Sarvastivadin sect. Two further articles also dealt with early populations of the same 

region. Ethnological and cultural matters figure largely in his very original discussions 

of the beginnings of Buddhism, its early practices, personalities, sects and councils; of 

which work his treatise on the Afaka-avadBna and that on the Council of Rajagrha are 

the most substantial outcome. Extraneous elements in Buddhism, detected as Iranian, 

drew his attention to possible Western origins of early Indian, and not only Buddhist, 

conceptions : to which subject he frequently recurred, more especially with regard to a 

very widespread cult of a “Mother Goddess”, discoverable also in Vedic, and in far 
earlier, India. 

“FrzyluskFs accomplish merit in Chinese did not confine his interest in Buddhism 

to its “Northern" developments. He held that all features of its manifold manifestation 

must be taken into account: he was founder in. conjunction with Mdtle. Lalou, of the 
Bibliographic Batiddhique, 

“Mdlie. Lalou, who on other occasions also lent her collaboration and whose finely 

appreciative memoir of Przyluski may shortly, it is hoped, be available in English, 

insists that behind the rain of multifarious notes there was always the developing structure 

of a great conception. Mdlle. Lalou informs us that during the war years Przyluski published 

La Participation {1940), L’Evolution Humaine (1943), and Creer (1943), as instalments 

thereof, and that he left in the press a volume on Lt; Grande Deesse” 

* * * 
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The importance of the two papers presented here is obvious. Both appeared in the Journal 

Asiatigue but had so far not been available in English translation. Thanks to the 

initiative of Sri Chilmbhauu Sen, wc have been able to publish the papers in his English 

rendering in the Indian Studies : Past A Present ,in its July and October issues of 1960. 

While offering the reprint of these two articles, we have to express our sincere gratitude 

to the Socle te Asiatique, Paris, for the necessary permission so kindly granted. 

Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya 

Editor, Indian Studies : Past A Present 

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE 

As a translator 1 have tried to remain faithful to the original texts, 1 gratefully 

acknowledge the co-operation of Sen. Mira Dasgupta in rendering the monograph on the 

Udumbaras into English, Sri Huridas Sinharay helped me by suggesting improvements 

in the English translation. 1 am also grateful to Madame Marcelle Lalou, the Managing 

Editor of the Journal Asiatique, who kindly permitted me to publish the English translation 

of the monographs. 

The Asiatic Society, Chitrabhanu Sen 

Calcutta. 

27. 10. '60. 



THE UDUMBARAS ; 

AN ANCJENT PEOPLE OF THE PANJAB 
J. PRZYLUSKI 

The excavations made recently in India at Harappa and at Mohenjodam have revealed 

the existence of many unknown civilizations.1 Many monuments and numerous objects have 

been dug up. But who were Hie people contemporary to those articles ? We know nothing. 

Between the civilisations discovered at Harappa &, Mohenjodaro and that which we know 

from the most ancient Vedic texts, the gap is undoubtedly considerable. In order to shorten 

the interval which, in our knowledge, separate the history from prehistory. ( propose to 

group a certain number of facts concerning the ancient populations of the Punjab. I shall 

specially discuss the Udumbaras. whose coinage abundantly shows their prosperity before the 
beginning of the Christian era. 

Since 1891, A. Cunningham devoted an article on the Udumbaras3 in his work on 
the coins of ancient India i Coins of Ancient India. p, 6&70). our knowledge on this subject 

has not progressed considerably. Cunningham described and reproduced (pi. IV) a series 

of coinsol the Udumbaras found in the northern Punjab, principally in the district of 

Paihankot.* These pi ares of silver or copper, decorated with diverse symbols and legends 

in Biahmi and Kharosthi, have revealed to us the names of eight local kings. Many of 

these coins having been found with the half dr„ of Appollodotus, Cunningham admitted that 

those could be daied about 100 B.C, The same facts are recapitulated in the manual of E.J. 

Rapson (Indian Coins, Sec. 43J, Recently at last, in the Cambridge History of India, 1922, 

'oL 5-i 8-529. E.J. Rapson placed in the 2nd half of the 1st century oT our era the reign 

I. Cf. Him/rated London News, issues of September 20 & 27 and October 4, 

1924. articles of J, Marshall, A. H. Sayce, C. Jf. Gadd and Sydney Smith. 

Also S, K. Chatterji, 'Dra vidian Origins and lhe Beginnings of Indian Civilisation,’ in 
the Modern Review, 1924. p_ 665 &c. 

1. The inhabitants of the land of liic Udumbaras are called in Sanskrit Audumbara 

and Udumbara. In Prakrit of the coins the constant form Is Odumbara and this latter 
form has been adopted by Cunningham. 

The legends of these coins have been deciphered by Cunningham in a manner 

which is often incorrect. The renderings which are given in the recent works of Bergny 

and Rapson, require correction. Cf. specially J.R.A.S. 1900, p. 410-429. 

3. Note besides the following remark of V, A. Smith, Catalogue of the Coins in 

the Indian Museum, Calcutta, Vol. I, p. 161; *'[ learn from M. Rawlins that Odumbara 

coins of Bhanumitra are quite common’ at the foot of the ManaswSl plateau, 
Hoshyarpur District.” 

I. S, 6—1 
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Ol Dharaghosa, king of the Udunibaras, whose coinage is initialed from that of the Salta 

kinj Az. lisas, la short, our very meagre information is mainly numismatic. Some texts 

utilised so far hardly mention the Udumbaras ; the coins give some other chronological 
indications of names, figures and symbols. 

Before proceeding to illustrate certain points of religious and economic history of the 

Udtimbaras, it is necessary to study, in bare summary, the geography of the upper Punjab. 

Afterwards we shall have to find out what was the language of the Udumbaras, and 

the solution of this problem would involve many important consequences regarding linguis¬ 

tic evolution of the Indo-Aryan languages and inhabitation of India before the Christian era, 
and even in ihe prehistoric epoch* 

I. THE ROUTE FROM THE GANGES TO KASHMIR 

The Vinaya of the Mu la Sarvastivadim* relates a legend of Jivak a and notably his 

journey to the northwest of India. The famous doctor obtains permission from the King of 

Taksasila and goes to the town of Bhadramkani,4 5 6 where he passes the summer. Afterwards, 

travelling through the countty of the Udumbaxa*,4 he cures a disease and reaches at last the 

land uf Rohitaka7 and of Mathura (£>«/-III, p. 99a &c ; cf. Ralston, Tibetan Tales, p. 

99 &c). The town ol Bhadramkare is named on several occasions in another account of the 

same Vimya, in the legend of Mcndhaka (Dui-va, 111, 42 ; Divy&tntiksa, IX Sc X, p, 123 &c; 

cf, Bumouf, Introduction a Tkistoire du Buuddhismc ipdkne, 2nd ed. p. 169 &cj. Before 

arriving in this town the Buddha recommends ‘the pious who will accompany him to bring 

clothes', undoubtedly because the temperature was cold (DivyS., p. 125). Perhaps for the 

same reason Jivaka chose to pass the summer there ; he shall have conic from the hotter 
regions in travelling to the land of the Udumbaras, 

Bumouf (Introduction, p. J69n.ij has proposed to locate Bhadnamkare in the district 

of Bahrailch proper (north or Dudh). This conjecture was suggested to him by a text which 

Wilford had taken from the Brahmanda Parana and placed the Bhadrekaras as one of the 

numerous tribes inhabiting the Madhyadelu But it follows from the text of the Dhyava- 

darn (p. 126), that the Tirthyas, chased from the Madhyadesa, had retired to Bhadramreka. 

This name then cannot mean Madhyadesa, at least in the 9ih Chapter of the DivyS- 
vadana. 

The Bhadrakaras are also mentioned in the Mahabharata (II. 14. J90} as the people 

who inhabited the kingdom of Jarasandha. It is not without reason that Bumouf had 

connected the name of the town Bhadramkara with the name of the people Bhadrakfira. 

4. In writing the geographical portion of this essay, 1 have utilised many clues 

derived from the analysis or the Vinaya of the Mula Sarvastivadins. The detailed 

analysis of the Vinaya, which Mme. Marccllc Lalou agreed to work out with me, will 
appear in Documents et travaux pour T etude du Boitddlusme. 

5. Tibetan : Bzan-bycd, 

6. Tibetan : LJ-dum-ba-ra. 

7. Tibetan : Ro-hi-la-ka, 
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It is true the city was in the northwest of India, while the Brahman:!a Parana placed 

the Bhadrakirjs in the Madhyadeio, hut this is not a serious problem. We shall sue 

afterwards, the Udumbnras are located in the texts sometimes in the northwest, some- 

times in the Madlwadesn, but actually the tribes of the same race had been scattered in 

various parts of India. 

The ethnic Bhadrakaras make us think of the Madrakaras, whoB according to ancient 
* 

traditions, were a tribe of the Salva or Salva : 

udumhardstiluk fiutiI madrakdra yugmdhorSh 

hfmfihgah saraduntfaL'a safi'Q wtya msamfffitah 

Udumbara. Tibkhala* Madrakara, Yugandhara, Bhulihga and Saradanda, such are 

the divisions of Silva. (Cmdraitftti on Cmdrat 11. 4+ 103)- 

The verse connects the Madrakaras with the Udumbarns and mentions in the end 

ihe Bhullngas and the iaradnndas. Elsewhere in the Rdmayana (Bengali ed- 11- 70, I5h 

the messengers sent by Vasistha to recall Bharata from the land of Kekaya, crossed 

the river Sarasvari, then the river Saradanda and afterwards entered the city of BhulifUa*. 

The river Saradandi is undoubtedly the Sitadru, the Zaradros of the Greeks** The river 

and the city which the messengers first saw after entering the Punjab from the southeast 

bear precisely the names of two Salva tribes, Saradanda and Bhulihga. Uvaka, proceeding 

from the northwestp arrives also in the Punjab and his itinerary mentions Bhadramkara 

(cf. the ethnic Bhadrakarai and Udumbarn. Now the Macira koras and the Ud uni bans 

flourished among the tribes of Salva, It seems then that Bbadrakara and Madrakara 

designate a single people among ih- neighbouring tribes. 

It is tempting to consider the variation hhjm as a simple graphic confusion ;8 9 10 but 

the form Madrakara docs not appear only in the Cmdravrlti. The same verse is found 

in the KMikmjui which reads MadrakSm ; elsewhere the people known as Madraka 

or Madra are associated wish the Kekayas of the Punjab in the Mahabharaus [II. 52, (870 ; 

8. Sylvarn Levi,, who has studied this passage in Pre-aryen el Pre-drwhtien 

(XA*P 1923, I, p* 17 )t admits that the form bhuUfiga of the Bengali recension may be 

preferred to kulihga which appears in the Bombay recension and In that of the South. I 

do not see any reason in preferring Bhulihga to Kulihga. The change hhui 

Air also appears to me instructive like nil those which appear in the Indian place-name. 

The alteration is so much worthy of attracting attention because these reappear in 

the recension of the AfakShhfirata where hhufinga and kufiAga both mean a species of bird 

(Afbh* ll+ 44. 1545 & cf. of Southern reecii. 1L 67. 28), It seems that hhulmgaj 

kulMga was the eponymous bird of the Rhulmgas/Kulingas. 

9. For the enlargement of certain Sanskrit words by a termination -ndat Cf. hkha 

^&ikhanda. 
10. Cf- the following remark of Sylvam Levi, lhThe Madras (Bhfldra i$ evidently 

a defective variant) are celebrated in the epic traditions,” (Pour p htstoke du Ramaymat 

IA. 1918, I, p, 113). 
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VI. 61. 2691, etc).11 The Mahahkaratit (II. 52. IS70) mentions the Bhadrss, but only 

in the Bombay recension ; the Calcutta recension has Madra. Another point is to prove 

that the forms Bind fa and Madra had independent existence, as found in the legend of 

Qhadri KSksivati, bride of Vyusiia£va {Mbk. I. 121. 4695 tejc This queen had seven 

children, tlirce t/iJvs and four Madra. It we accept that the Madras had as their anccs- 

trcss a queen named BiudrS, wa should also admit that the two forms bhfm existed 

separately and their origin was known. Undoubtedly we consider the Madras as a 
section of the ilhadras. 

This opinion is strengthened by an account in the Vinava of the Sarv5sliv5dtns, 

which shows that the Buddha travelled in the land of Sieoumo for Sou-mo, a variant in 

the Ming edition). In this country there are two cities, one called PVt’i, the other 

called Mi fChe song tiu. XVI. 4. p. 67a). We shall see later, that P’o-Ti is no other 

than Bhadramkara. Mi, which is transcribed in Chines* into the name of (he other city, 
is an ancient mad„ which represents beyond any doubt the original Mad fra). The two 

forms, Bhadr.i and Madra. should designate, according to the Chi' song liu, two distinct 
localities of Lhc same country inhabited by two tribes of the same race. 

It appears that Bhadra and Madra represent, not the graphic variations of the same 

name, but rather two differently pronounced dialects. These forms have been applied 

to the same people concurrently, to be assumed by the neighbouring tribes which called 

themselves Lite Madras and the Bhadra$.,s Thus it is dear that the Che song list distin¬ 

guishes two place-names, Bhadra and Madra, while in the enumeration of tribes of the 
Satva?, ibc Madra karas alone are Trienikined* 

Whatever that may be, another point moreover is certain that the principal city of 

the Madras was Sakata (cf. Mhh. If. 32. 1196; in the Jtitaka, ed. Fausbodl, IV. p. 230. i, 20 ; 

V. p, 2S3, i. 26 : etc,, and in the Dhammnputhiiihakasha, II, p. 116, the capital of the Madda 

Kingdom is called Saga la). This glorious city in ancient India, which Fleet Iras identified 

with modern Sialkot (/fetes da XIV Cangres des Ortenrafisies, 1905, p. 164), was precisely 

on the route between Taksaitia and the country or the Udumbaras. This was the grand 

city of this region and Jivaka could not miss it. His itinerary in this pari does not 

mention the city of Bhadramkara. The books accordingly suggest that Bhadranikani 

is another tiame of Sakab. The Bbadrakaras were undoubtedly called thus, beous^ this 
was the name of their capital. Just as Kit si, also called Benares, designates also the 
inhabitants of the city. 

The identification of Bhadramkara with SHkala permits us to understand better the 

beginning of the geographical list of the Yafcsas in the MahamSj’Srl fed. Sylvain Levi in JA 
1915, verse 1-2): 

11. Jaiaka equally connects ihem. Cf. ed. Fausbodl, VI, p. 280, 90. madJd saho 
kekakehi. +. 

12. In Indo-China, for example* ifie ethnic tai is pronounced tai or t*mt through¬ 
out the country by the tribe Tai themselves. 

i 
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krakucchandnh potaiipmre sihunayam c&pardjiwh 

saifo bhadrapure yaksa tit tartly 3m m mamivah 

The commentary of Sylvain Levi (ibid. p4 5J£j gives the following translation : 
'Krakucdinnda resides at Pifaliputra and Apariijita at Sthuna ; the Yaksa Saila at 
Bhadrapura, and in the region of north, Munsva". 

After this stanza the list enumerates the celebrated cities sanctified by the legend of 
the Buddha : Rajagrita* Kapibvlstu, Sruvusii etc. We could expect the less famous 
cities almost in the beginning of the text. If Bhadrapura is a secondary city, its occurence 
is surprising. The mention of Sthuna in the second padais no less unexpected. This 
place-name designates a "village of brahmins'' (Sylvain Levi, ibid, p. 5§J. Admitting that 
Bhadrapura is no other than Sakala,15 we perceive also that the capital is placed, in 
some way* as parallel with PatrdEpuira, Apparently, the Importance of both of them is 
due to two, yaksa and ithfintiyJin, in the first hemistich. Similarly uttarayam, in the 
second, docs not probably help us to underhand the position of the second type. The 
Sanskrit sthuna, as Pali ihunu lt may m_an the pillar of sacrifice. This is the place which 
ls suitable for a yaksa* Sakab, exposed to the foreign invasion from the northern side, 
might have in its northern outskirts a second temple of yaksa* the protector,So l 
propose the following translation - Kmkucchanda resides at Patahputra and also Apriljita, 
near the pillar of sacrifice ; the Yaksa Sail a is in Bhadrapura and also Manava in the north 
(of the city)". Thus, this first stanza clears the entire text. Even before the most holy 
cities, the metropoic of Greek Kings, which is impiirity compared with the capital of 
Asofca, is mentioned in the first place. This is an indication which will be considered when 
wc determine the time and place of the composition of the Afali3m5y&r1m 

Bhadra, Madra* are ethnical in official records, attested in the epic and religious 
literature, It might be asked why more popular names were not used along with the 
learned ones. 

13. It might be objected perhaps that Sakaij is mentioned further away in the 
same text (V* 25). But this does not make any difficulty* PI tali put ra is mentioned 
twice (V. L&67); SEkala might equally reappear a second time* Elsewhere, in the 
verc 25 the reading SI kale is doubtful (variants, Sfiknk, Malave, Sakate). 

14. Cf. Rhys Davids and Stede, Pali-English Dictionary; thtina. Tibetan Trans¬ 
lation ka-ba MpiilsrT* suggests an original sthum. 

15. In A-yu \v5-fg rchotian and A-yu wong king* when the Buddha prescribed 
to four Great Kings to look after his law, he told the first three only a few words * 

but, when he addressed Kubera, he insisted upon the necessity of preserving 
his law in the north because it would be threatened from that direction by the cruel 
kings. (Lcgcnde d? VEmpcreur Atoka* p+ 313+n, 4). The population of the northwest 
always felt dangers from the northern direction. This fear may not be irrelevant to the 
development in this region of the cult of Ktiber^ the king of the Yaksas, placed in the 

north. 
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One of the tales of the life of the Buddha gives perhaps an indication of some value 
on this point. The episode or the merchants Trupusa and Bhailika is told in the Tibetan 
Oul-va where the name of Bhatlika is translated as Bzan-po, “Good", which suggests 
the Sanskrit Bhadrika. In fact the dr of Sanskrit corresponds with II of Prakrit (Pischcl. 
Gramma lik .., Sec. 294), We find even in Sanskrit some words in which // from dr : kjutta, 
another form of ksudra, appears in the Atharvaveda, and bhalla from bhadra has been 
introduced in the Classical Sanskrit (I. Bloch, Formation tie la language marathe, Sec. 141). 
Blialla is more distinguished as the term ‘'villager" by Vamana fcf. Rcgnaud, Rket. Satisk.. 

p. 141, and J. Bloch ibidl, index, cf. bhatS}. The adjective bhadra began to be considered 
as the aristocratic equivalent of the popular form hhalla. The ethnic B hall a is no more 
unknown. It has been specially mentioned in the Ganapatha (on Pin ini, iv. 2. 75), before 
Malta and Mala. Malta, it is true, does not occur in the Kasika. It cannot be said that 
it was from the beginning a part of the Ganapatha. In any case, Bhalla is to Bhadra as Malta 
is to Madra. and since we shall find connection, though confused, between Bhadra and 
Madra. it is not surprising to find Bhalla and Malta (or Mata) side by side. 

The Maltas (or Mala) of the northwest are undoubtedly the M allot of the Greek 
writers. Arrian mentioned them among the confederates who resisted Alexander in the 
Sangala region. On the other hand, the testimony of coins compels us to place the 
MStavns in some part of the northern Punjab, m In the same region, Panini (V. 3. 114) 
equally knew the Malavas as a group (samgha), living by the profession of arms and forming 
a part of the Vahlkas. The ParametlhajatikS knew another king called Maddavo in 
S3 gala in the kingdom of Maddn.17 Malta. Mata and Matava of Sanskrit, Modda and 
Maddava in Pali, form an onomastic series, all of which are localised in the Punjab. 

16. I can do no better than to reproduce here the remarkable conclusion of 
E.l, Rapsori, in his article The Kulatas, a people of Northern India*. J. R. A. S. 
1900, p. 259 &c: ‘The exact determination of the territory or the Malavas is a 
well-known puzzle in Indian topography. The evidence of coins, associating ihcm 
with the Yaudheyas and Arjtinayanas, tends to place them somewhere in the north 
of the Punjab. They arc placed by Varahamihira in the northern division, and in 
every case but one in which they arc mentioned in the Brhatsamhiia they arc asso¬ 
ciated with the northern peoples. Mr. Fleet solves this difficulty boldly saying “Vamha- 
imhira places them too much to the north ; as they am undoubtedly the people of 
Malwa, from whom ( sec hid. Ant. Vo!. XX, p. 404) the Vikrama era derived its 
original appellation". But it is not just possible that there may really have been two 
peoples—the M51ava of the north represented by the Maltoi of the Greek writers, 
by the coins having the inscription fflOavamm jaya (A), by the Malaya of the 
Mudrarakstua, and by the Mo-lo-so (Mo-lo-po) of Hiouen Thsang ; and the better 
known M a lava of the south colled Mo-lo-po by Hiouen Thsang 7 

17. Paramaithajoiikd, cd, Hctmcr Smith, II, p. 694, Maddaratlhe Saga!anagaram 
agamamsu, Sagatanagsrc Maddavo nama rSJB- To note, moreover, in the AfahUblta* 

rata, Mu lava is the name of a king of the M5lavas, and MStavi is the name of 

* 
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The Brkai&mhita. which distributes the people of India, in the vast cast* probably 
without taking much trouble about their actual locution, place* the Madras in the northwest, 
(Paraiara omits thorn but calls them Malias instead). The Mad takas (Parasara cults them 
MadraJ arc placed, in the norths and the Bhallas are located in the notheasL The Bhatlas 
came immediately after the K aunt ltd as who are in fact a people of the Punjab. The 
Mdrkandrya Purina gives a list analogous to that of the BrhatSQtnhit^ but substitutes 
Pahlavas for Bhallas (cf, Kirfd, Die Komtographh' der Itidt*rf p. S7-90). 

As opposed to the Malta, Mala* Malava series, where di is the equivalent of off, one 
is tempted to read in Uhalla a parallel of Bballava. This raises a question : Is not Bhnllava 
the link which binds Bhalla and Pah lava, both quoted in the same place—one in the Brftah 

samhtia and the other in the Markandeya Parana ? 
T, Graham Bailey informs us (Linguistic Studies from the Himalayas, 1920, p. 115) that 

in the Himalayan region near the Punjab, the aspirate is sometimes put beyond the vowel. 
We find in Chamba hhdt\ gfojr, ghorof and in Simla bahlt gauhrw gohro* In northern 
Punjabi the initial sonant aspirate loses its breath, as in Simla; but this phenomenon is 
accompanied by the muffling of the sonant bh to p+ 

An analogous process could have. produced the form Bahltka. The old sonant 
aspirate could have been equally divided and she breath could be put after the vowel, unless 
however, that was muffled. It could be assumed that 135hLika is another derivative of 
B ha I la. Fortunately, Bhallika is preserved in Sanskrit and Pali as the name of a celebrated 
caravan leader. 

In fact in the RdmSymfa and in the Purdnos, Bahllka signifies not only the name of 
the country of ILilkh. but also a people of the Punjab, the name of w hich is often changed 
into Bahika fef Pargiier, 57, 3?. and Sylvain Levi, Pour }'histoirc du Ramdyano, p, 113). 
Rahil ki in the MahdbharaUi (1. 125. 4386) is another name of Madri, queen of the Madras. 

We find that tb^ great epic, so rich in proper names, often marks the relationship 
which unites the forms with one another. Malavi is the bride of the king of the Madras. 
Blind rl is the mother of the Madras, Bfihiiki is another name of Madri, queen of the 
Madras. 

If we group the comparable forms which furnish the onomastic words of the northwest, 
we obtain the following table concerning the most characteristic names : 

Bhadra 

- - ■■ ■ ■ 
MadfJ Bhadrikii 

; * 1 

Bhalto Mai Li 
| 

BhalliLa MuLavn 

Bftdi Blhliiza 

Bahika 

the wife of Aivapati, king of the Madras (MM.* VII, 17. 691 & OL 293. 16637). 
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This is not the place 10 discuss the origin of these names, nor of tracing the conclusion 
that follows18. We can at least see that the same ethnic Bahlika was scattered in the 
Punjab and in the north of Afghanistan. This case can be explained in diverse ways. That 
this is casual is difficult to admit- It is more probable that the Bahlikas of the Punjab and 
Baciria were really related. The northwestern frontier of India, so often violated in histori¬ 
cal times, must have been crossed also in those periods. This can explain the presence of 
the Bahiikas on both the sides. Besides, the Muhabharata furnishes an interesting indication 
in favour of this thesis, Bhadra, the legendary grandmother of the Madras and the Salvos, 
had been the wife of the king VyusitaSva. This last name recalls ihe Iranian compositions in 
ospa and particularly VistSspa, name of the father of Darius and also of the famous king 
who, as tradition goes, ruled in the eastern Tran, and who was the protector of Zoroaster. 

If Bhadra Madra etc., designate a people connected with the Rnclriarts, we compre¬ 
hend that these strangers had been despised by the defenders of the Brahminicul orthodoxy 
{cf, MahUbharata. VIII. 40. 1835, and Sylvuin livi. BEFEO. 1904, p. 54). This aversion must 
have contributed in changing Bahlika to Baliika by a play of words that gave way to this 
proper name. Bahika signifies, “one from abroad, foreigner". The Bactrians were, per¬ 
haps, so much hated because they seem to have disfigured the Aryan gods and modified th.* 
most venerable traditions. They were also dangerous neighbours. Panini f V. 3. 114) 
alludes to the belligerent habits of the Bahikas, and historians have noted the resistance of 
the MalJas when Alexander contemplated to seize Sakala. 

It seems that long before the invasions of the Jndo-Seythians and the Sakas, even 
before the expedition of Alexander, some Bactrians, descending from Afghanistan, had 
already penetrated into India and conquered at least ihe Punjab.10 

18, I shall readily accept that Persian bBxtrl, Avestan baxdl, Sanskrit bhadra 

reproduce imperfectly the same ethnic word whose original form is yet to be determined 
and whose Indo-European character is only less certain. 

19. If certain tribes—apparently lranised but never to be affirmed that they were 
Indo-Europeans—advanced before Alexander to ihe south of the Hindu Kush, it explains 
better the diffusion of many ethnic and geographical names and certain phonetic 
anomalies which appear sporadically in the north of India and in Iran. Sakala which 
appears to be derived from Saka (Scythians*, is an ancient name of the capital of 
the Punjab. The interchange Bhadra/Madra is not without equivalents in the Iranian 
onomastic. Let us remember only (S)nterdis (=Bardiya), The Kashmiris, who have 
given their name to Kashmir, are already mentioned in the Rgveda. Ptolemy places 
to the cast of the Bidaspes the country of the Kaspiraioi, Kgspiria, where are notably 
the cities of Batanagara and of Kaspeira. On the other hand, the Caspian was called 
Kasperia. and M. Autran has already brought this last name close to that of Casplri, 
“which the Sabines gave first to the Persians" (Babyloniaca, VIII, p. 145). It seems 
then that the same name (with variation pjm) marks out the route which leads from 

Scythia to the Punjab. 
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Because the ialva claimed Vyuritasva and Bhndi-5 as ancestors, can it be concluded 
that the people of this confederacy,—Udurabara, TUakhala, etc.—were ail of the I ran bn 
race 7 This will be going too far. It is probable thnt the Bactrians had formed these tribes, 
but it does not seem that the masses thus formed were Iranians or Indo-Aryans. We shall 
see later that they had, on the contrary, dose affinities with the Kol populations for Mundijl, 
who even to this day subsist in Choia Nagpur region. 

In the Section OU Remedies in the Vlnayat the last hhanavara or “the portion of tales1" 
is composed of a series of episodes introducing the narrative of a voyage of the Buddha. 
The Blessed One goes first from Ves5li to Bhaddiyanagara {VI. 34. 10), then he goes to 
Siiv.itthi while passing by Ahgtittarapa, Apana, Ktisiniiri and Atuma*0 The same 
travel is related in the Tibetan version of the Vinaya of the Mula Sarvastivsidins (Dul-va, 
III. 42a), but it is not given in the Chinese version of the same Virnya by Yi-Tsing. 
The original Sanskrit of the first episode, that of Mendhaka, constituted the chanters IX 
to X of Bivyatmfana. Finally the Vinayo of the SnrvlMtv3dins contained a comparable 
account (Che song Hu, XVI. 4, p. 67a iked. 

The city where the Buddha first came is called Bhaddiyamagara in Pali ; in 
Sanskrit Bhadramkara, and in the Che song Hu, PN>t'i. This Chinese transcription is 
closer to Bhaddtya of Pali than to Bhadramkara of Sanskrit. But the question certainly is 
how much the same city indicates its place in the itinerary and in the analogy of the 
three names. M. Sylvain Levi admits that it was situated in “the cast of Pataliputra, 
towards the Gangetic Delta” (Catnfogue geograpfuque des Yaksa, JA. 195 L,p. 60). 
Thfs Location is impossible for several reasons.-1 We have seen before Lhat jtvaka* 
while returning from Taksa&lit to the land of the Udumharas, passed the summer at 
Bhadramkara, a city in the Upper Punjab, In the episode of Mendhaka it is once again 
mentioned as the city of the northwest. The Buddha, while Leaving Bhadramkara to 
return to SrSvasti, crossed a country where he received an offering of grapes (Che song 

tin, XVL 4, p. 6Ba, coL 19 ; cf* Du!-vaw III, 59bf* The vine does not grow in eastern 
India. The caravanier Mendhaka, who lived at Bhaddiya, possessed valuable sheep,3* 
animals undoubtedly fabulous. But this must have been a place where wool was produced 

2fk For a similar travel ef. Mahuvagga* Y, Sec. B & 9. The Buddha returns from 
Benares to Bltaddlya and from there to SivatthL 

ZL This remark is applicable only to the city about which there is an issue in the 
Avarf&m of Mendhaka and oT Jlvaka. It is clear that 1 do not pretend to affirm that it 
did not exist beside other dries bearing the same, or almost the same name. In the 
List of Yaksss of the Mohamayurl* the first stanza mentions the city of Bhadrapum, 
which is no ether than Bhadramkara and further, (verse 66) it is a reference of a city 
called Bhndrika. Sylvain Levi accepts that Bhadrika is probably identical with Bhadrapura 
(iMdL, p. 99), but this seems to me impossible. Bhadrnpura is a city of the northwest 
while BhadrikS is near Pataliputra. 

22. Cf. Dhanjmapudntthakathu^ III, p* 363, and 1Y, p, 217. 
L S. 6—2 
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and it was dose to the Himalayas. Tins could not be in die Gangelic Delta, 
Here we are not going to study the travels of the Buddha. It will be sufficient 

to suggest, according to different texts* that the halting places were near Rhadrainkur;i+ 
In Lhe Dul-va, the first region named after this city is the land of U-diMim. Now* 
Ln the Avadana of Jivaki^ this physician, after leaving Bhadramkara, entered the land 
of Lhe Udumbaras. We can admit that U-du-ma is an imperfect or distorted form of 
Udumbara.43 

In the commentary of the Dhammapada 363), the Buddha, before arriving 
at Bhaddsya, crossed the country pf the Anguttaras. fn the Mahamgga he passed 
Anguttaripa after leaving Bhaddiya in order to return to the east, Angtaiampa and 
Anguttara are probably copied from the same place-name distorted by the Buddhist 
authors f* 

The Vmaya* in an account of the Second Council, relates lhe principal halting 
places of the travel of Revaia (Cultavaggat XU* 9), The Blessed One, on leaving 
Kannakujp comes to Udumbara* and to Aggalapura,*5 ihen to Sahajlti* We know- 
that the Buddha, having left Bhaddiyanagara went towards the east through Anguttarapa. 
iivaka, travelling in the same direction, passed through Bhadramkara and travelled 
through the land of the Udumbanss, Revata finally reached Aggalupura, after 
Udumbara. If Anguttarapa is the distortion of an ancient place-name* can Agguiapura, 
be also a derivative of the same original ? From rdpa to pum, or inversely, the transition 
is easy in a place where popular whim ruled. Angu; (a and Aggila are interrelated: 
and the u which is absent in tiggtifo is found appositely inpara. 

Anguttarapa and Aggalapura arc both found in (he Vinaya. Another itinerary 
which has been studied by Sylvain Levi contains perhaps the Chinese rendering of 
the Sanskrit name of the same city. Tche Mang, while travelling from Saknla to 
Rohitjka, that is to say from Sialkot to Rohtak* passed through Pin-k'i-p'tKlo, 
Po-tch'a na-kie and A-Kiadou-tTo=Agroda. (The Fm-fan-yit explains this name as 
tfyif<mw "pulp of the first quallty*=^Agrodana ; the interpretation is whimsical}. On the 
route from SlalkcL to Rohtak, to the west northwest of Rohtak, Is found, Agroha 
"‘ancient city/1 says the Gazetteer of Hunter, *‘13 miles northwest of Hissar; this is 
the original place of Agarwala Baniyas the place formerly had been of great importance, 

23. The recital of Chesmgtiuh aberrant. It mentions however the gift of grapes 
(p. 68a, Col. 19). 

24. In another taEe of the Bhammapadtithakatka (I* p. 385), the city of Bhaddiya is 
located in the country of Anga. Since there existed not far from Pajalipuira a city 
called Bhatirika (cf., Supra+ n, 21}, we can easily understand that the commentators 
of the Dh&mmnpoda could mix up this city with its homonym of the northwest. A similar 
confusion, due to the resemblance of names, explains* to my satisfaction, that in 
\ht Paramatihajmikfi* Anguttarapa might be located in the country of the Angas. 

25* Udumbara and Aggalapura do not appear in the travels of Revata in the 
co respond Eng account of the Vhutya of the Mula Sarv aslivad ins . 
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Since the struck of Shahab-ud-din Ghori in 3194. Agarwala Daniyas were scattered 

all over the peninsula. The clan includes some of the wealthiest mm of India”. We 

can therefore confirm that Agrotaka for Agrodafeai is actually she town of Aeroha'. 

f Le catalogue ge&grapJtique des Yaksay JA. XL 1915* p* 65-66)* Agroda (or Ag rod aka}, 

which appears before Rohitaka in the itinerary or Tche Mang, that is to say on the great 

route or the northwest, may be the Sanskrit name of the city which h called in Pali Aggata- 

pura or Anguiturapn. Aftgutta, Aggala and Agrodn could then be derived from the same 

place-name modified by the popular etymology in order to obtain a sense in Pali or In 
Snnskri L: ungvtram, aggain + pttra, agm -b aJaka. 

This hypothesis finds confirmation in one of iTie other travels previously analysed* 

In the Tibetan version of die Yinam of the Mu (a Sarvfisiivadms* the Buddha left Bhatiram- 

kara, lived in the country of U-du-ma (Udumbarah then at *hab dm r&b-tu bzafi-mol 

'gram-da, i.e„ "On the bank oT Lite River Excellent" (But-va* HI, 62b). The original 

Sanskrit had probably agradake, *at Agrodaka*. The Tibetan translators believed that 

he had negotiated a course of water* and they translated uidta as 9bah chu, Tunning 

water, river’ and agm as roh-m bzan-ma* 'excellent'. Finally the mark of locative was 
interpreted 'gram-du, *ou the bank of\ 

Before arriving at Agrorfaflca), Tche Mang coming from Saknla prised through 

PVtch'a na-kie. This transcription presupposes an original, such as Bajanagara or Batha- 

nagara, Cunningham mentioned that in 1594* in the ancient land of the Udumbaras. 

Vasu Deva Znminkar {Raja) of Man and Pathan rose in rebellion against Akbar 

(Cunningham, Eadv ct>iwt p, hi). The local raja took his title from the name of tlie 

district of Pa than. The same name appears to-day as Pashankot, a place where numerous 

coins of the Uduinbaras have been found. Cunningham proposed to identify Pathan 

orPathana with Batanagam of Ptolemy (ibid, p, 67). PTo-tch’a na-kse, of the itinerary 
or Tche Mang, appears to be copied from the same original which Ptolemy reproduced* 

The country of the Udumbams was precisely situated between Safe a la and Agrodaka, 

fn short, excepting Rcvata, who made 0 circular journey, the travellers whom we have 

followed, all took the some route, and, inspite of the omissions or errors of the texts, 

Amd, of 
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Bhadranlkami Udumbam Rohiiaka 
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these arc always, mainly, the same names which reappear The above tabic gives a 

better rendering of the account. 

The Avadano of Mendhaka relates the introduction of Buddhism in Bhadramkaru: 

the Buddha goes to the city inhabited by heretics and favoured by the support of the 

wealthy merchant Mendhaka ;-T he suceeded in establishing the Good Faith there. This 

narrative seeks to exalt the events that happened in the Buddha's time, but these authors 

were evidently inspired by more recent traditions. 

I have indicated in a previous work how the merchants have contributed in the diffusion 

of Buddhism along the great commercial routes of India, notably on the route which, 

through Mathura, joins the lower valley of the Ganges with Kashmir. (La Legend? de 

lf Empereur Asoka* p. JO &c). The Avadana of Mendhika illustrates this expansion in 

a singularly lively manner. Besides the twelfth chapter of die Calf a mgga proves that before 

the editing of the Vinaya, that is to say probably before the beginning of our era, the capital 

of the Udumbaras and the city of Aggalapura were recognised as the citadels of Buddhism 

in the northwestern regions. 

The evidence of the coins and those of the Buddhist texls relating to the Udumbaras 

are then in agreement. They reveal to us the existence and the geographical position of 

a people w ho attained a sufficiently high degree of culture and material prosperity before 

the beginning of the Christian cra+ ft gives two essential facts : the Udumbanis are 

established on the great route of commerce which througk Siikala, Agrodaka and Rohi- 

taka lead from Taksasila in the Gangetie valley. Moreover* converted to Buddhism, 

they were among the champions or the church in the eastern region. 

Zn which period did these people figure in history ? It is impossible to be precise. 

The Ganapdtka on Panini (IV. 2. 53) placed the Udumbaras near Jalandhariyana. But 

this docs not inform us whether the Udumbaras formed an independent state when the 

GanafSiha was composed. It is not futile to consult on this point the historiographers 

of Alexander. After having narrated the defeat of Porus, Arrian (Book V* Ch. V) 

relates how Alexander came to the Hydraotcs (Iravali) and detached a part of his 

army to subjugate the people who inhabited the borders of this river, and to annex them 

to the suites of Poms, He learned that a great number of independent peoples awaited 

him under the wall of Sangalu (Snkala) and marched against them. In this chapter, 

he relate* that at the time of Alexander's invasion, Forus and Abisarcs could not succeed 

in establishing their hegemony over the people of the Upper Indus, and that the Punjab 

was divided into several small stales. Among these independent populations, no doubt, 

were the Udumbaras. who are not mentioned by Arrian, but are referred to by the 

Ganapatha. 

27. Mcndhaka, with which corresponds Mend ika in Palh means *ram\ Aja, which 

means 'ho-goaf, b the name of a king of the Udumbaras ; Aja-mitra (cf+ Cunningham, 

Coins of ancient IndiaT p. 69). Further,, SalvaT king of the Salvos, is an incarnation of 

the A sura Ajaka fcf., tdhh^ 1+ 6?* 2653K 



How the material prosperity of those people testified to by the abundance of coins 

which bore their name, h to be explained ? We must evidently take into account their 

advantageous situation on the great route from Mugadha to Kashmir. Besides, the 

Udumbaras, being established on the openings of several Himalayan valleys, were natural 

intermediaries between the mountain and the plains. Today, again. Pathanfcot* head of 

the railroad from Amritsar, is the junction of the commercial routes from Chntnba* 

Kurpur and Kangri! (Hunter, Gazetteer of India, cl. Pat banket). 

The local industries, no doubt, constituted another source of wealth. W*2 know 

that the Himalayan plateau rears sheep whose fine fleece (pashmina) serves to manufacture 

precious clothes. In all ages these woollen goods have been one of the principal objects 

of exchange between the inhabitants of the mountain valleys and those of the plains 

(La Pariairvdmi et ks fimerailles dtt Buddha, JA* 1920, p. 120’21K The persistency of 

cottage industries in this icgion. which survived the political destructions, permit us to 

infer from the present state, what It was formerly. The Gazetteer of Hunter points out 

a prosperous industry of woollen goods and of shawls in the city of Pathunkot, that is 

to say, in one of the principal sites of the ancient country of the Udumbaras. This shows 

from which side must we pursue our investigations. What the vadanas have omitted 

to say concerning the economic activity of the Udumbaras* the books relating to the 

trade of precious cloths will tell us. 

U. THE CLOTH OF KODUMBARA 

Among all the cities of the Punjab* iikata or Sagata had a peculiarly brilliant 

destiny. Built at the time of Alexander, h was then the centre of resistance in the 

Upper Punjab, but it could not resist subjugation. About 180 yeais before our era, the 

Creek King Demetrios conquered the country and established his capital at Sakata* which 

he named Euthydcmta in memory of his father, Euthydemos.-* After a period of trouble* 

Menander reestablished* about J55 B.C., the empire of Demetrios and probably fixed its 

capital at Sakata. In the MHittdaY Panhat which put before this Greek King and the 

patriarch Kagasena. the description of Sagala is instructive. The author insists on the 

wealth of this city, among other precious merchandise which was in abundance there, 

the cloths of K5si and Ko turn barn. kdsfka-k otumbara-ktfdi-rd>\ti ridh a-vatfhapantb 

smrpannam fed. Treuckner, p. 2). These cloths are equally mentioned in the Vwatttara 

Jatuka, kasikani ca dhardy a khomak&dumharanl to *’ Having brought the clothes from 

KasI, Rax from Kodunlba^l,, (Fausbocli Jar. VL n. 547, verse 117). The same word 

reappears among the names of cloths in the Makdjanaka Jatakar kQppthakosevyam 

khomakaUifrtbarani ea^'thc clothes of cotton, of silk, of flax from Kotumbam1' (Faushoell, 

VL p. 47t verse 166). The commentator comments thus on the tasi passage : koiumhardnsri 

28. Cambridge History of India, p. 445-446 and 519. Rapson considers the correction 

of Muthumedia (Ptolemy, h 46) to Eurhudemia as conjectural. Cf. however, the reading 

Euthudemeia {Norm. XXVL 338) quoted by L. Renou, La Geographic de Ptoiemeey p. 80. 
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koivmham-fatilw uidiita-vaith&H, "The Kotumbarns are dolbs produced in the kingdom 

of Kot/ambara/’*8 
We see that the form of the word was badly shown in Pall The writers 

hesitated between Kofumbara and Kodumbara.511* On the other hunch the corresponding 

Sanskrit word was defective in our European dictionaries, but it is easy to recognise it in the 

Chinese and Tibetan transcriptions. 

The Vinnya of the Mula Sarvastivadins in several recitals enumerates the clothes 

which the monks were authorised to wear. The sixth article of this list is* in Tibeum, 

io-tam*paf which corresponds to the Chinese kaa-schm-po-kia (ef. Dul-m, L p. 84a, 

and Yi-Tsing+ XVI. 8. p. 87aa col. 7). After this transcription Yi-Tsing adds the following 

comment : ‘woollen cloth of superior quality1. The Japanese dictionary Ekow p, 216, 

reproduces the list of clothes from Ihc Vfnaya of the Mub Sarvnsrivadins and for 

an explanation of kao-tchan-po-km refers bade to the \fafiavyytpatri„ p, 280. 5, which 

gives the original kotambaka. 

We must not hasten to infer that it is a defect of our texts, since this Sanskrit 

word does not appear in our dictionaries. ft may be that our editors had no knowledge 

of it. The more careful perusal of the manuscripts has helped us to find it out. In his edition 

of the Saddharmapundarlka (p. 89, 82), Kern Penders k occairbokahumsulaksanaih as “choice 

carpets showing the images of cranes and swans' Ur+, p, 88), It is true* in his 

edit ion i Kern acknowledges our reading as conjectural, cf. kocca (Diry&v** index 67 S), 

Pali koccha, Skr, kUrca, To justify his reading, Kern borrows from a word 

kocca whose existence is doubtful, U has been dearly given in the index of this 

work : koceakn, perhaps ^Pali koecham, couch (or pillow according to Dickson) ; but if wc 

go back to the text of DivfSf* it is proved that the manuscripts have kocava more frequently, 

which the editors have substituted by koccaka on their own authority. Now kocava could 

answer for the Pali kojava, ‘coverlet or carpet of fine wool*. The kocca of Kern is then 

doubly conjectural, In fact the manuscripts of Sadrfharmapundartka give : kolyau Ao/fa, 

kodam, kotaf ko[t wlicre a cerebral d or f, simple or double, constantly appears. 

1 then propose to read koiambakair haafsa-laksanaih, *Fine clothes ofKotambaka adorned 

with the images of flamingoes'. 

We can see from the preceding writing that, in ancient India, certain woollen 

cloths of superior quality were called in Pali Kotumbara, Kodumhara, and in Sanskrit 

29, The commentary on Mtaka, verse 117, explains the same, 

khomakodumbaramti kodtmtbarafthe upapnnani. 

30, On reading the edition of Fausboelh we can ask whether kolumhara was not 

a Ceylonese reading while hodumhera might have conformed to the Burmese tradition. 

Dines Andersen, to whom t express my hearty thanks, has consented to consult on this 

point the Rash, manuscript or Copenhagen, the best representative of the Ceylonese 

tradition extant in Europe- In the (^responding passage of the Jalakap VI. p* 500-501. 

this manuscript has kodambam in the text, but kodumbara twice in the commentary. So 

the Ceylonese tradition equally knew d as well as {, 
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Xfitambaka. The Pali commentary explains the first of these forms as having been derived 
from the name of the country Kotumbara. 

Where was the kingdom situated ? The AbkitBtarma-mahaTibhUia, of which there 
are two Chinese translations, mentions the Kiitomha among the tributaries of the 
Os;os. M. Sylvain Levi, after having quoted ibis text {Pour }' hhtoire tin RS>nayanat 

JA. 1918, L p. 151), adds. ‘The Kuluroba or Kudu mbs, the last of the “subordinates'* 
of the Oxus, reminds in an impressive manner the country' or Kieou-licou-mo Kuduma 
which the Chinese version of Sp. ranked at the end of the list of peoples of the 
North. The Tibetan version writes Kutitka and the Sanskrit manuesripts of 
"A recension read Kadvatti, Vatvaka, Katuna..Are w; correct in comparing 
tha name of the river Kutumba with that of the country Kuduma and with 
that of the cloth Kolumbara, and in concluding that these materials were produced in the 
region of the Oxus ? This appears rather doubtful. Nothing ran prove that the country 
Kuduma was situated in this region, or that it ever produced woollen goods. The word 
Kudmna, on the other hand, is a doubtful restitution confirmed neither by Tibetan 
Kutuka nor in the readings of Sanskrit manuscripts. As regards the passage quoted from 
the AbhttBtsrma-fmhSyibhasa, it is difficult to attribute much geographical value to it. For 
each of the four rivers that emerge from the mythical lake Anavatapta, this treatise of meta¬ 
physics enumerates four tributaries. The tributaries of the Oxus might have acquired fan¬ 
tastic names, We know that due to the lack of a precise idea on geography of unknown 
countries, the Buddhist writers have frequently introduced into the Indian nomenclature 
fi-om other lands, names that they impose on the place. It is thus that the name of the city 
or Rauruka is copied from a second legendary' city, bearing the same name and 
situated somewhere in Central Asia. Desiring to connect the names of the four 
tributaries of the Oxus, with those of the Tour tributaries of the Indus, the authors 
of the Ahhitlharma-iwUSvibhasti, introduced into the Punjab the name of a country that 
produced woollen goods, and this could have caused to create an imaginary river. Another 
eventuality could be envisaged. Kotab is the modern name, of a tributary of the Oxus which 
rather resembles an Iranian one. Docs the name of this river, where it is templing to isolate 
ihe final ab, come from Kotumba ? Whatever these conjectures might be, all that we 
know of the trade of these cloths in ancient India91 invites a search tit the sub- 
H in a lay an Zone, the country producing precious woollen goods mentioned in the 
Buddhist literature under the names of Kotumbara. Kodumbara,'3 

Since then a certain evidence has been available. The difference between Kodum- 
bara and Odum bum is not very great. If. as the commentary of the Jfitaka suggests, 
the cloths of Kodumbara bore the name of the producing country, should not this 
recall to us the country of Odumbara, situated in the sub-Himalayan Zone and, which 
produces, even to-day. famous shawls ? We shall see later on. that the absence of the initial 

31, Cf, Lc ParinirvSnu les FmcraiUex de Buddha, p. 120-121. 
31 In Milinda PaTiha, p. 331, Kotumbara is mentioned between PSiheyya and 

Madbura. 

# 
* * 
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A‘ is not an impediment. But before equating Kodumbara and Odumbara, it is necessary 
to discuss a prejudicial question. 

UL KODUMBARA, ODUMBARA 

fn a series oT articles published in les Memoir es and ies Bulletin de la Societe de 

t&puistique, the first of which appeared in 1920, I have tried to show that the Indo- 
Aryan vocabulary must belong to lire Austro-Asiatic languages.®* In preparing the table 

1 have pointed out a certain number of words in these languages, the initials of which 
are muted or have completely disappeared. Thus we have the following forms 
for 'son*, ’child' : kott khon han'A In han the guttural initial is reduced to a suffle. 

Oil the other hand, in Khmer, ambas ‘cotton' provides an old k.nnhas, the guttural 
iniliitl of which has completely disappeared {Bulletin de ta Secrete <L- Lsnguistiqvet 1924. 
p. 70). The comparison of names of man and woman in the Munda languages reveal 

an analogous phenomenon ; 
Man Koro Har Hoeroel Ham Her 
Woman Kun Kori Era 

Here we have for the same root diverse stages of the initial K, //, O. It would be 
easy to show that the same phenomenon has place for other initials in the same family of 
languages. Thus for ‘salt* we find tampoittg, empoya, amber:*.2* 

For ‘back, loins' the Camba has two forms: bara.th and araun. In Santh3U the 
Hibiscus sabdartffa is called bambara or amharo. 

To bran" ‘black* of the Bahnar (from benmg) corresponds to heram in the languages 
of the Malayan peninsula and hireag in Kawi and ireng in Javanese. 

23. In speaking here of ,‘Austro-Asiatic" languages, 1 have applied to this word a 
sense of unusual elasticity, because I have utilised it to mean a linguistic family which 
alone has overflowed tho frontiers of A us trie Asia, It is difficult to fmd a geographic 
term general enough to hold together the spoken languages, not only in East Asia, 
but also in a large part of Oceania, in Africa (Madagascar), and undoubtedly in ancient 
times, to the north of the Pacific. “Austro-Asiatic” is formulated i y the hypothesis 
that Austro-Asia is a region from where the people speaking these languages appear 
to have swarmed. Such was already the opinion of II. Kern who accepted the 
continental origin of these Malayo-Polynesian peoples. This hypothesis lias not yet 
been discorded by any fact; F.W. Schmidt, who was first to speak of the “Austro-Asiatic 
languages” limits this term to the “Austro-Asiatic” languages, a subdivision of the “Auslric” 
languages. The latter term has a limitation for confining in the hemisphere of Australia, 
tire languages which arc again largrly distributed in the north of the Equator. Perhaps 
the “Austric*' may mean the languages spoken in Oceania before its arrival from the Malay o- 
Polyncsians. 

34. Memoires de h Societe Linguist ique, 192!, p. 209. The form ban is common 
in many languages, Munda Mundid, Sanlhali, etc. 

35. Cf. Skcat & Bjagden, Pagan races of the Malay peninsula^ 1|, p. 702, 

* 

f 
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It would be easy to multiply the examples. The principle once known, the difficul¬ 
ties begin when one wishes to draw conclusions. 

Kusinara is the Sanskrit name of a small town that became famous due to the pnrinir- 

v&na of the Buddha ; the .1 fahabkaraia (VI If. 5.137; XII. 101. 3736) knew the peoples 
from Usinata. These names form a pair whose elements are a little interchange.<We. the 
most noticeable difference being due to a loss of the initial in the second, a frequent pheno¬ 
menon in the Ausuo-Asiatic Languages. Can we infer that this pair of words is borrowed 
from this family of languages ? ft would be imprudent to be sure. The aphesis is observed 
not in a single linguistic family alone. This is a phonetic feature api <o appear in diverse 
languages. The Sumerian offers some examples (Antran. Langurs rfu Afontlc, p. 27$). and 
certain Sanskrit words seem to have been borrowed from these languages. 

To suppose even that the Sumerian might have been introduced without any cause, 
into the ancient languages in contact with the Indo-Aryan, and that those that belonged 
to the Austro-Asia tic family were alone to present the phenomenon of ap bests, it would 
again be imprudent to affirm that the words which have lost their initials in Sanskrit were 
necessarily of Austro-Asiatic origin. The initial A' to H becoming mute, seems to be due to 
the fact that, in the dialects where they appear, the pronunciation of the occlusive carried a 
strong suffle. The same pronunciation was capable of maintaining and producing the same 
effects after the Aryan population had learnt to speak the Indo-Aryan languages, and since 
then, certain words of Indo-European origin lost their initial. 

In short the decline of the initial of certain words of Indian languages does not prove 
the Austro-Asia tic origin of these words. I cannot accept without reserve the following for¬ 
mula in which Sylvain Levi summed up recently the results of research on certain Indian 
geographical names: “Pidinda-Kulinda, Mekala-Utfcala fwith the Udni-Pundra-Munda 
group), Kosala-Tosata, Anga-Vnnga, Kalifiga-Tilihga forming the link of along chain that 
stretches from the eastern border of Kashmir to the heart of the peninsula. The framework of 
this ethnic system is established in the heights of the central plateau ; it appears all along the 
great rivers of India except the Indus to the west, and the Kaveri to the south. Each of 
these groups make a binary ensemble. Each of these binary ensembles is united to another 
member of the system. Tn each ethnic pair the couple carry the same name, the difference 
being only in the initial : A' and T: K and P ; Oand Lor \I or P, This procedure of forma¬ 
tion is alien to Indo-European ; it is foreign to the Dravidian as well. It is on the contrary 
the characteiistic of that vast family of languages called the Austro-Asiatic which 
unites in India the group or Murcia languages, also called the Kolarians, (Pre-Aryert 
el pre-Dravidien ,.,. JA. 1923. p. 30), 

The difference between Anga and Vanga or between Udra and Pundra is by no 
means comparable to those that exist between Pulinda and Kulirvda, Kosala and 
Tosala. There can bo no doubt, in all these cases, about a similar ‘procedure of 
formation.' In the group Anga and Vanga, it seems to me, the same word has either 
preserved or lost its initial, and the aphesis, a purely phonetic phenomenon, tells 
us nothing with certainly on the origin of VAaga or Anga. Udra and Pundra belong 

I. S. fi—3 



to the same group, so much so, that these words could be legitimately brought together. 
Contrary to the groups. Putinda-Kulinda, Kosala-Tosala differ by the permutation 
of two prefixes, pu and ku, ko and io; and this phenomenon of morphological order is or a 
nature to prove the Austro-Asiatic origin of these words where wc find them. 

We see now that this discussion of principle was necessary, before examining the 
significance of the Kodumbanr-Odumbara group. Wc know that the presence or absence of 
the initial K does not prove that it is a question of Austro-Asiatic names. Before going 
further let us proceed to examine a second problem, which rightly attaches to the first. 

A priori nothing can prevent us from saying: KuUnda=KJrulinda \ if 1 write it 
in this fashion, it becomes a word of one of the Astro-A static languages, derived in the 
same way as Ku-linda. Ka is a frequent prefix in these languages, and the vowel m 
normally replaces a. This shows us the way we must follow. If Kodumbara-Odumbara 
forms a pair in Middle-Indian, corresponding to Udumbara in Sanskrit, it comes from 
the form K udumbara.SJ Isolating the prefix ku, it is to be seen whether the element 
diutibara can be explained in such a group of non-Aryan languages. Briefly, the point 
of research is whether kudumburn derives normally from an Austro-Asiatic root by 

the prefix ku, 
* 

* * 

The flora of India possesses a kind of bitter apple which is called by the Botanists 
hgertaria vulgaris and which, like a great number of cucurbitaceous plants, ordinate 
undoubtedly in eastern Asia. In Sanskrit the name of the plant is Tumba ; we also find 
Tumbl and Tumbuka. We can hardly separate the word Godumba which means water¬ 
melon and also a sort of cucumber, Godumba undoubtedly is of the same family as 
Turn bit; the relationship of these words is explained by the anatogy of the two fruits. 

Wc know on the other hand that several Austro-Asiatic peoples pretend to be the 
progeny of a melon or a pumpkin whose every grain gave birth to a man.3* The same 
myth lias passed into the Indian tradition. The wife of Sagara, king of Ayodhya, 
called Sumati, to whom 60,000 sons had been promised, gave birth to a pumpkin from 
which came out 60,000 children {Ramaycnn, I. 3S ; cf. Mahdbharata, III, 106 : Bhagavata 

Parana, IX. 8, 8). Iksvaku, Sanskrit name of the pumpkin or cucumber, was also 
(he ancestor of the kings of Ayodhya. The Austro-Asiatic myth of pumpkin-anccslorshlp 
has apparently been transposed in the legends of Sumati and Iksvaku, both located in 
Ayodhya. But, as it frequently appears in Indian literature, it seems that in the second 
instance, the writers hud modified it in order to glorify it. The epic poets could not be 
satisfied with a pumpkin giving birth to a glorious dynasty. Iksvaku which properly 

36. Similarly the Prakrit Odumbara is derived from the Sanskrit Udumbara. It 
is probable that the Pali K odumbara comes from Kudumbara. 

37. Cfi Bonifacy, Coats d' ethnographie tndodmoise, Hanoi, 1919, p. 45 ; and 
Cochrane, The Stians. Rangoon, 1915, 1, p, 120. 



means a cucurbit, has therefore been personified in the idea of a hero, sonofMauu 

Vaivasvata (RamByema, I. 70. 20-21 ; MnhabMrma, 1. 75. 3140) or son of the Rsi 

Gautama fcf. Roefchitf, Life of the Buddha, p. !0-li). In the recital of the Dufm 

analysed by Rockhilf, he tries to explain (he name Iksvaku by the Tael that the children 

of Rsi Gautama had been found in a field of sugarcane (iksti). This play or words cannot 

be an illusion, and the variants of the epic and the Buddhist traditions relating to Iksvaku 
indicate a period when they both deviated from the popular belief. 

Since Tumba is the name of a bitter apple, and that in the common tradition in 

India and Jndo-China, the ancestor of a lintilly or a tribe can be s cucurbit, it Is not 

surprising that the Muhdhharata knew the Tumbumas or Tumburas. This name of the 

people derived apparently from Tumba in the middle with the affixes ra or ma. of which 

the first is particularly frequent in the name of the Indo-Aiyans. With regard to the 

affix ra/j. 1 have shown already that it is prefixed a* j„ a certain number of words 
borrowed by the 1 ado-Ary a ns from the Austro-Asiatic languages. 

If we compiclly ignore the pre-Aryan languages, we can already suppose that 

Kudumbara Is a borrowed word in these languages and derives from the name of a cucurbit. 

But our information is not limited to Sanskrit. In Malayan, tabu means pumpkin, 

gourd and other cucurbits (eg., tabumerah ‘cucurbim moscham'). The corresponding 

forms arc: 

Peninsular Malayan : tabu, hho 
Khmer: Ibow 
Batak * tabu 

MaTgache: tavu 

On the other hand, we have in Sanskrit tabu, afahu, alUbu (cf. Pali lapu, afSpu) 

Lagettana Vulgaris, 'pumpkin, gourd’. The inconsistency of these forms is already 

ihe indication of non-Aryan origin, The comparison with the Malayan, the Khmer, 

etc., confirms that these words have been borrowed from the Austro-Asiatic languages. 

Since the Indo-Aryan names of the Ugemria Vulgaris are of the tvpe tumba 
hbu, it is not immaterial that they had in the east-Butak : tabu, Malayan ; tabu. 

It appears that on both the island and the continent, initial L permutes with T. We are 

apt to telieve that the origin of all these forms is an Austro-Asiatic word such as tumba with 

cerebral initial. In fact the Austro-Asiatic languages possessed or still possess a series 

of cerebrals, and ibis assertion is important for the study of the Indo-Aryati languages. 

The role that is attributed to the sub-stratum in (he development of the cerebralisation in 

the Indo-Aryan, the existence of a series of cerebrals in the Austro-Asiatic languages 
is a matter which should not be neglected. 

The cerebral appears moreover in Sanskrit: god umber, ‘cucumber’. This word is 

exphinad easily by variation of the ancient word tumba by joining a prefix to the initial 

38. Cf. Bid!. Sec, Ling., Tome, XXVI, p. 98 &c. 
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guttural and by sonorisation of the intervocalic t** In the Indonesian Languages the names 

of'cucumber', Cucumis sativus* are also comparable : 

Javanese, Malayan, Soundanese : timun 

Javanese, Malayan : katimun 

Madurian : antemon 

The source, from which rumba etc, are derived reappears in timun where the first 

vowel has altered the sound and where mb has changed to m. The prefix to the guttural 

initial of godwnba is seen again in ka-tl-mun, and no doubt, by aphesis, in mtanon 

(from kaniemon). The initial a of Sanskrit, alabu is probably also the remnant of an 

ancient prefix. 

In Javanese wa/n is the form which corresponds with the Malaya tabu : aw/w pro¬ 

vides surely> by metathesis^ hma (fumbal. This can be seen in several other Indo-Chinese 

names of gourd—Hahnar : pwl; Rongao : puoel; Ktia : par ; even Annamite : bmtw 
Lag&tartd Vulgarist pumpkin, gourd\ 

We see how the same source is diversified on the vast region where we find them 

distributed. It is least possible that these variations might be due to the normal change 

in phonetic laws. Wo know that the words having a religious value arc subject to 

systematic deviations, the word being confused in its normal form, continues to have 

the change gradually. The myth of pumpkin-motherhood explains sufficiently the 

respected belief that inspired the name of this fruit and the modifications It underwent. 

In shore it seems that an Austro-Asiatic source such as, tumha> accompanied by 

affixes or not, had meant cucurbit, that is to say vegetables which contained in it& pulp 

a great number of seeds. To the same family belonged the borrowed word of Sanskrit 

rumba* iumbt, tumhuka, godumba, tabu, alabu, affibiL The same origin is again applica¬ 

ble to other lado-Aryan names. 

lidumbara is the Sanskrit name of ficus glomerate a tree native of Burma, and is 

found also in India mainly in the sub-Hirmlayan region (Watt. Dictionary of Economic 

Products of India, cf, ficus ghmerarct). The fruit of this tree resembles the fig of our 

country with this difference that, it is oval and apparently smaller. Its shape is exactly 

comparable to those of some small bitter apple, and numerous seeds contained in the 

pulp adds to the resemblance,40 Thus it as not surprising to state a clear analogy 

between the names of bitter apple: Sanskrit rumba, and Ficus gbmerata: Sanskrit 

udumhara. We shall see Further that the cerebral of rumba reappears in Classical Sanskrit 

from udumbara* The justification of these comparisons is endorsed by the similar names 

39. The cerebral of tumha which has disappeared from Sanskrit in the beginning 

of the word rumba is maintained in the middle of the w ord godurnha ; similarly in certain 

Austro-Asiatic languages, in Anna mile, for example, the ancient t initial has become r 

while it is maintained at the end of the word. We shall also see that Sanskrit possesses 

very few words with cerebral initial. 

40+ The abundance of grains was certainly to the Austro-Asiatics, the characteristic 

trail of these fruits to prove the myth of the pumpkin-motherhood to numerous children. 

i 
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of the udumbara in the modern India languages — Sant halt : Iqwq ■ Chotanagpur: dimer ; 

Kharwai : dumer; Oriya * dimeri; Nepali : dimrL Between fahu, the Malayan name 

of different cucurbits, Sanskrit equivalent idbu, wahi in Javanese* and bwa9 the name 

of Ficus glomerate in SanthiLli, the resemblance is as dose as possible, and is explainable 
semantically as well. 

What does the initial a in Sanskrit udumbara represent ? It is possible that the 

remnant of an ancient prefix having lost its initial, and the analogy of ketimun, god umbo, 

suggests here an ancient guttural. Udimbaraf udumbara* provide then an old kutmtbara 

fkutvmbara, and we are thus brought back by a detour to a hypothesis* formulated 

previously.41 

It is probably in the same family of words from where comes Sanskrit, tumba, 

udumbara etc., that we must seek the origin of the names of musical instruments and 

of a cast in India, Labuki, a kind of lute, is no doubt derived from Sanskrit fabu, 

"gourd1.13 In Sanskrit the name is damaru, in Bengali, a small drum that plays an impor¬ 

tant role in Indian iconography as the symbol of many divinities (Cf. Curt Sachs* Die 

hfusikinsi rumenre Indians and Indonesiens, 2nd cd. p. 75!. The instrument which is called 

damru In M amt hi, damn* in Hindi etc+, resembles a sand-box, c.g.f a pumpkin with two 

swellings cut in a way only to create two hemispheres. The analogy of names of this drum 

with those that meant the fruit udumbara in the Indian languages, are then explained by a 

common resemblance to certain cucurbits, Tambwa is the name in Marathi for a type of 

Vinci composed essentially of a tube to which arc suspended two gourds which serve as sound¬ 

box (Curt Sachs, ibid., p. 94). There is no doubt that the instrument owed its name to these 

two protruding appendages which arc suspended to the lube-like pumpkins to their stems.4* 

41 r Of the two related forms which mean fine woollen stuff in Pali, the one has 

a cerebral—Kotitm^ara, and the other has none—Kodimbam* 

42. Cf.. similarly the name of a kind of Bengali violin is called Alabusiraugi 

(Curt Sachs, p. 131). 

43. This cither, cannot be confused with a lute which bears almost the same name : 

Hindi tambura (Curt Sachs, ibid.r p. 129 Sc fig, 90J, resembles a mandolin whose 

body should be in the shape of a big gourd. C. Sachs is of opinion that the name 

of this instrument is the same as the Persian tanbur, which may be derived by metathesis 

from pandur, the name of lute in the Near East. India might have received fa/t/w 

from her occidental neighbours and modified the name by analogy with that of Turn bum, 

the king of celestial musicians. It seems in fact that the Hindi tambura means an imported 

instrument from the Occident into India, but it is difficult to decide whether the Hindi 

form tambura is due to a contamination by the name of Tumburu or by 

cither culled tarnbura in Marathi. The latter instrument appears to be indigenous to 

India and its name can be explained by the two gourds appended to it. Besides, it is not 

impossible that tumburu might have owed its name previously to a musical instrument 

in the form oT a pumkm or a gourd; in this hypothesis the name of the king of the 

Gandhnrvas included it also in the family tumba, udumbara etc. 
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Finally, dotttba means in Sanskrit a low-caste man earning his living by song and music. 

The word appears in the form domra (dova)t in a list of Mkcchas, borrowed by Weber 

from the Jaina texts (Indhcfoe Siudien^ XVlr p. 332)* fn the modern languages of India, 

dome^ dhornbe1 donslmr, dombath dumbart dumbaru mean degraded aborigines scattered all 

over India (Hobson-Jobson,, cf* dombe). It seems that the same non-Ary an word or its 

variants meant,—a musical instrument in the shape of a pumpkin or a gourd* the aboriginal 

musicians who played this instrument, and the cast? from which these humble rustic Adders 
were recruited. 

In short, udumhara* Sanskrit name of Ficus glomerafa, became part of a numerous 

scries of words borrowed by the Indo-Aryan from the Austro-Assatic. Udumbam means 

cl she fame time, a country of the Punjab and the inhabitants of this region. We have 

already observed that in the countries neighbouring the South Sea, the names of the people 

or the country are often borrowed from the realm of vegetables,4* li the word vdumbara 
is of Austro-Asiatic origin, it is not surprising that this name of a tree means at the same 

time a country and a people. On the other hand, the economic and linguistic history 

forbid us to separate it from kodambarat the name of a variety of woollen goods and of 

the people who manufactured the tissues. We can then admit that lid urn bant, Odumbara, 

Kodumbara arc variants of the same name, signifying an Austro-Asiatic mce of the north 
of India. 

I¥. THE AUSTRO*ASIATIC AND THE GREEK WORLD. 

We know, thanks to tho works of T. Graham Bailey, that the north of the Punjab 
and the neighbouring mountainous zone constitute the only region of Aryan tntfia where 

I he words are susceptible to regular intonation, Tlie phenomenon his been recently 

studied^ by JL Bloch in an ilinminating article * L' intonation en Penjabi (Melanges 

Vemfryejs p, 57 &c> and the conclusion is : “We are compelled to think of the Indo- 

Aryjn languages on the question of the problem of the substratum because it seems, that 

thcsL languages belonged, as it had been mentioned at first, to distinct linguistic group”. 

Unfortunately we arc not permitted to consider the In do-Aryan a recent importation 

in the regions concerned, or that the population has been supple men ted at a recent date. 

IE would be surprising that this country* colonised very early, and visited along the 

Himalayas through the grcate route leading from the Ganges to Kashmir and Iran, had 

remained till so late, inhabited by people speaking a non-Indian language, unless the matter 

was significant, In this state of confusion, tnspite of researches of ethnologists and 

historians, our knowledge on the population of the Punjab, until more amply informed* 
is apt to renounce an historical explanation of facts studied here” (p. 66-67). 

The problem of the substratum does no more face us in the same manner, after 

what we have just said about the Udumbaras of the upper Punjab. If these people spoke 

44. Gf. G, Ferrand, Malabo^ k MaByu er Malayur, I9i8+ jj, p. IBS, n. 5 ; 

and H* X Haughton* ‘Notes on Names of places in the island of Singapore and its vidnit/ 
(Journal of the Strairs Branch R. A. Sacto* 5Qr p. 76-82). 

4 
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on Austro-Asiatic language, we must admit the existence of a non-Ary an substratum 

in the region where they lived. An objection might arise* no doubt, that these facts 

observed in the Punjabi “supposing the language were introduced at a modern period, 

all the developments of the MIddle-Indian would be presupposed by its phonetic aspect, 

and the affected vocabulary would comprehend words of Persian origin.” (L Bloch* ibid** 

p. 66). Now let us sayf the Udumbaras were already thoroughly Hindu bed in the 

1st. Cent. B+ Ct since the legends of their coins are written in Prakrit. It seems then 

that an interval of scleral centuries had separated the disappearance of ancient inhabitants 
of the country and the appearance of the intonation. 

This objection does not seem to me decisive. The sovereigns of certain Himalayan 

states issued inscriptions For centuries in the Indo-Aryan. while the mass till today sprats 

a non-Aryan tongue. The same contrast between the language of the court and that 

of the people could have persisted for a long rime in the hind of the Udumbaras. It 

is permssrible to suppose that the survival of the ancient languages had been favoured 

by the maintenance of bcaI princedom enjoying certain autonomy. Such was perhaps 

the state of Dahmeri which Cunningham identified as the name of ancient IMumbara 

fcf. The Indian names of udumhara : Oriya : dfmert; Chola Nagpur: dumeri; Nepali: 

damn}* Besides, because the accent affected certain Punjabi words of Persian origin, 

it is not correct to assume that the intonation did not exist at the time when these words 

were borrowed. When a language possesses a system of accents, the borrowed foreign 

word takes necessarily a definite accent. When a Chinese pronounces the name of 

Napoleon * it is uttered with a modulation of the voice, which remains constant. Can 

we &ay that that intonation in Chinese is posterior to the coronation of Napoleon ? 

Where was the country of the Udumbaras? Was it for all time limited to the 

Sub-Himal iyan Zone* or, if notp how far did it spread into the plains ? Our documents 

are silent on this subject. But, if the substratum explains the intonation of vowe’s 

in the Punjabi, the periphery of this phenomenon could have an ethnic significance; 

and. since it is observed in the plains to the north of Amritsar, it may be assumed that 

the Austro-Asians had for a long time lived in this region with their particular language. 

The study of place-names further confirms this induction, and we can guess at 

a larger dwelling place of the Udumbaras. While descending the Ravi ( the ancient 

I rival!), we encounter on the light ride, at 38° 28' latitude and 72° 9J longitude, a city, 

near which is a rained fortress, destroyed probably by Tamerlane in 1398+ This city 

called Tutumba in the Gazetteer of Thornton, Tutemba and Talamba in that of Hunter, is the 

centre of local commerce^ and is till today reputed for its carpet (Thornton, Gazetteer of the 

countries adjacent to /mfia, II* p+227; and Hunter, Gazetteer of India, 1st ed. Tulamba, 

2nd ed- Tatum bah The neighbouring fortress described by Cunningham dates no doubt 

from a very remote period, as it h built with the oldest type of bricks. The names 

Tulumba, Tulamba* Tabmba, inevitably recall the forms analysed above and notably 

tiBbu* if ii is true that, in this word, the element ab from amh corresponds to imb 

of {umbo. 



Descending ihe river as far as the sea, we find at last a very low region, emerging 

from the water, called for this reason Kaccha (modern Kacch). In this coutry, Pliny 

describes a people named Odonbcores (Hist, Hat, VI, Sec. 75), There is no doubt vital 

in the time of Pliny or at least at the time when his informants lived—the Uduniharas 

still lived in the neighbouring marshes at the isthmus of the Indus. 

Far from being confined in a mountainous district,, these people appear to hate 

greatly expanded in the Indus basin, and the name of the city Tulumba could be a 

vestige of their domination. Chased from the middle of the valley, then driven back 

towards the northeast and the sea by Aryan penetration, ihe UJumhuras lived 
undoubtedly, till the beginning of the Christian era, near the sea-coast and die upper 
Punjab. 

The hypothesis of suppression of the Udumbaras separated in two groups by the 

Aryan attack, renders uniformity in the texts which appeared contradictory. The 

MahabharatQ (II. 52. J869J names the Audumbaras on the side of Vairamaka along 

with the Kasmtras and other people of the northwest. On the contrary-, the geographical list 

of the Yalcsas in the MahamSyurl (V. 51 in the ed,,of Sylvain Levi. JA. 1915.1, p. 44 and 

cf., p. 94-95) names them with the people of the Modhyadtsa ; and of ihe same the Wrlr- 

kandeya Parana (58, 6-10), according to the Brhat Samhita (14. 2-4 : cf, Kirfd. Die 

Kasmographie d?r infer, p. 82). It docs not seem, that we can challenge any of these 

evidences. The Mahabharata has certainly in view the Udumbaras of the Punjab, 

and it is probable that other authors intended to imply, on the other hand, the southern 
Udcmbaras, 

We can explain in the saroe manner the apparent inconsistency between (he 0iV- 

yavat/Tina which shows us the city of Bhadramkara occupied by the heretics chased out 

of the Madhyadeia. and the Bfafmmnda Pttrana which mentions the Hhadrakara* among 

many tribes occupying the Madhayadcsa {\upra, p. 4), If it can be identified, as already 

done by Burnouf, as the name of the city as well as that of the people, the differences 

of localisation would be analogous to those that separate the Udumbaras of the Maha- 

bbarata and those of the Marietta*}tya Purana. In fact, 1 have already shown that the 
city of Bhadraipkaru was situated in the northern Punjab. 

Tfic same divergences of localisation are frequently seen in the Indian evidences 

relating to the Austro-Asiatlc people. Such is the case of Kosala placed sometimes 

to the north of the Ganges, sometimes to the south between Bihar and Orissa. The former 

was Kofala of the north {Uttarokofcla) and the other Kosala of the south (DaJ^inako&th). 

The ■Bolingae' are mentioned by PUny (Vf. 20) among the peoples of the upper Indus; 

ihe RStndyona (Bengali recension. Jl. 70. 15.) locates the city of Bhulinga in the same 

region. On the contrary, Ptolemy (VII. L 69) places the ‘BolingaU' to the east of 

the Ouindion mountain iVindhya). (Sylvain Levy. Pre-aryen et pre-dravidien dans V 
Inde, JA„ 1923. p. 17). 

In short, if we can draw an imaginary line cutting the Indus in the middle of the 

valley and following the middle course of the Ganges, we can prove that the same 
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ethnic non-Aryans appear almost symmetrically to the north and south or this line, 

which probably represents the axis of Aryan invasion in northern India. All these 

happened as the Austro-Asiatic people, the Udumbaras and others,45 previously 

established in the Gangelic and Indus valley, had been divided by Aryan penetration 

into distinct groups who continued to hold the same name for a long lime after their 

separation. We cannot, however, from this community of names, infer an ancient 

political unity, but only linguistic and ethnic affinities. 

That the northern India had been inhabited formerly by people different from the 

Aryans and Dravidians, is proved not by linguistics only, The testimony of Herodotus (IN. 

98-102) is of capital importance on this point. He distinguishes, from the north to the 

south, many categories of Indians, Those who dwelled in the north near deserts, 

whose manners resembled very much those of the Bactrians. were no doubt, the Indo- 

Aryans. In the south, lived men, violently routed by Persians, who had a black complexion 

and resembled the Ethiopians. We can recognise them as Dravidians (Rawlinson. Inter¬ 

course between India and the Western world, p. 21) ; but it docs not Seem to have lent suffi¬ 

cient attention to the Indians whom Herodotus pieced between the Aryans of the north and 

the Dravidians of the south, In this middle zone, the Greek historians distinguish two 

types of people : tire fishermen living in the marshes of the sea-coast and changing their 

dwellings on the inundated lands, thanks to their boats of bamboos, and behind them the 

Padaioi nomads who ate cooked meat and even devoured the old folk. This last trait is 

dearly Melanesian.4® The opposition between the continental facades and coastal lines of 

this civilisation, recalls inevitably the contrast between the Da yaks of the land and the sea in 

Borneo, between Jskun of the land and the sea in Malacca. The name Padioi itself scents 

to imitate closely an ethnic people whose ancient and modern equivalents arc easy to find 

(cf. swm, p, 18). Although these indications may b; secondary, an important point is seen 

apart from the texts as a whole. Herodotus knew Indians who were neither Aryans nor 

Dravidians ; he points them out notably in the marshy regions where Pliny later on placed 

the Odonbeores* he describes them in greater detail than he does other Indians, 

undoubtedly because his informants knew them better. 

45. These remarks are not concerned with the Bhadtakaras, MadrakSras, Mallas, 

etc., who, we have seen, are not probably solely Austro-Asia lies, and the texts hardly 

permit us to ascertain their territorial expansion. 
46. The Buddhist folklore appears to have preserved for a long time the memory 

of this custom. The story of Tsa pao tsaitg king fChavannes, Cinq cents contcs... No. 

400) is about a ‘kingdom whose name was k’i-lao “oldmen-rejccter”; in this country, 

as often as an old man was found, he was driven far away’. It seems that in a certain 

period or in certain tribes, old men were driven out instead of being consumed. A 

similar instance is found in another talc of the same collection, {Tripitaka, Tok., XIV. 10, 

p, 7), analysed by Chavatines [ibid. 111, p, 13). Before the introduction of Buddhism 

the law enjoined the live-burial of the old folk in the kingdom of Benares. 

I, S. 6—4 
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This insistence of Herodotus to speak of the people whom we coll Austro-Asiatic, 

tends to prove that in the 5ih cent, contact was already established between these people and 

Greece. Besides, certain linguistic points strengthen, what I believe can be inferred from the 
evidence of Herodotus. 

In Greek, Karpasos means a fine veil and a doth of veil; the word appears 

lately and rarely in the texts, but it does not follow that it was late in the language. 

Certain words of business, undoubtedly very old. appear in French literature of the 

19th cent. The Latin word corresponding to Karpasos is Carbcstts which means a kind 

of flax, a veil, a cloth of veil, a sail. The word is old; it is already found in Ennius. 

In Hebrew, Karpas means a light doth, and it is found in the Book of Esther. It is 

of the post-exile period. We admit generally that Karpasos is borrowed from 

Sanskrit karpasah '■cotton’'. R. Fohalle, who has discussed the question recently, 

concludes in these terms: “From all appearances, that the word originally belonged 

to the Mediterranean language, as believed by M. Cuny {Lc., to notice the inter¬ 

vocalic s), or it was Semitic (cf, Hehn, 163, “mil dem pboenirischcn Worm carbarns"). 

or even brought from India, it seems certain to me that Latin has not borrowed it 

from Greek. If it has been imported from two classical peoples, it is through merchants, 

obviously Phoenicians, in any case not Greeks,,{Melanges Vertdryes, p. 174). 1 have 

shown elsewhere that Sanskrit Karpasah, Greek Karpasos etc., reproduce the name 

of cotton in the Austro-Asia tic languages, and are no doubt borrowings from these 

languages (Bulletin de fa Societe etc Ungubtique, 1924. p, 69 &c.). How a word that 

originally meant ‘cotton1 was made to mean cloth of flax in the Mediterranean world ? 

The common meaning in Hebrew and other classical language is 'very fine veil.’ 

Certain qualities of Indian cotton became much better than Rax in the manufacture 

of extremely light and transparent veils. These valuable cloths, imported, into the 

Occident probably by the intermediary of Mesopotamian and Cana mean merchants, 

preserved the ancient Austro-Asiatic name, and this name was similarly preserved when 

as a result of scarcity of cotton in the Mediterranean region, they manufactured with 

flax, the finest imitations of the ancient veil of cotton.*? We understand, in these conditions, 

that the Austro-Asiatic name of cotton could have penetrated earlier, without the help of 

Sanskrit, into the Mediterranean language, and that Latin and Greek took 

it from Phoenician or other merchants. “If the word comes from India, objects 

47. Cotton being more abundantly supplied than flax In the occidental market, 

we find to-day an inverse phenomenon in French. Linen (Jinon), a derivative of flax 

(tot), was formerly a stuff of thread. Actually the word Niton (linen) is indiscriminately 

applied to a stuff of cotton which is an imitation of the thread of linen. The expression 

‘linen of cotton", extant in French to-day, is then comparable to Utton karpasion in Greek. 

It is to be noted, indeed, that in ancient limes, work had already been started to manufacture 

the veil of flax in a place where it was particularly fine. Flax of Tarraco (Spain) became 

famous for its lustre. “It was not less recommcndable For its delicacy. It was also there 

that the manufacture of cambric called carbasam was begun. This word was also applied 

to cotton (earbasus)". (Daremberg, Saglio cl Pettier, Diction, des Anliq,, Umtm), 
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R. Fohalte, why do wc have the forms in Kdrp of Sanskrit, and not a form in Rapp of the 

Middle-Indlan Vh (#/</*> p* 174), The difficulty disappears if we accept tJiat it is a question of 

borrowing directly from the Austro-Asiatic languages which possessed precisely a kar prefix. 

Besides, the wavering in the treatment of b}p of the labial occlusive, can similarly indicate 

that the word derives, not from Sanskrit Karpmah, but directly from ihe Austro-Asiatic 

languages where the name of cotton contained at an early date, an intermediary mid-sonant 

labial betwreen the surd and the sonant* 

The name of wrild quince tree, another foreign product appears in the category of 

words where surd substitutes in Latin the sonant of Greek. R. Fohalle has noticed it, which 

J reproduce in full : Kudoonion malon. Without etymology (see Boisacq, cf.), the quince 

coining from Armenia and Asia Minor (Hehn-Schrader, 243 ; Schrader, 646; Hoops, 

Waldhaeumc tmd Kuhurpflanzen, 549 s), may probably be considered of Asiatic origin ; 

Kodu (malm) [Aleman, frP 90 de IkrgkJ was the authentic form and Kudaonlou resulted 

from a popular etymology, the name having been associated with the name of Kudoonia, 

city of Crete (we the detail in Boisaeq ; Huber, De Iwgua , p, I9P remarks that the 

dement Ru appears in a series of non-Greek word). It is possible that Latin mala 

eatonea h formed portly in contact with cotana, comma, small fig/' (Melanges Vcndryes, 

p. I7GJ* 

Discussing the same problem with rigorous precision, M. Nchring (Zum jWomen 

der Quiife In Gl&lia XIIE, 1J &c)T came to an analogous conclusion. He admits that it 

is possible that Larin cofonea can be linked to Greek kudaonia by the intermediary 

of the Etruscans, that both the words as well as kodumaten* came from Asia Minor, 

and that cofo/tm is borrowed directly from Latin into a Mediterranean language (ibid., 

pT 16), 
Whatever be the connection between kudoonfo and cotonea, it is certain that the 

name of quince appears also in the Greek literature in the form of Kodtimal&n and it 

is very probable that this last word is also Asiatic. Finally the question is, If Latin 

colana, a?twna 'hind of small fig\ which at first view seems to belong to the same 

source, is related to cotortea. 

The difference is not great between Kodumabn and {K)udutnbara, Koiumhara ; the 

passing of mi? to i?« and the change of i/r are cunent events in India and outside India. 

iK)udumbarav name of an Indian fruit, could have travelled towards the West and, like 

the name of cotton, could be attributed, in course of the journey, to another product. But 

in the case of cotton and flax, the transfer of name is explained by the resemblance 

of do thing materials obtained with these textiles, while Kodsimabn and {K)itdumb£ira 

meant two trees or two fruits which, at first glance* have nothing in common. This 

difficulty is not insoluble. 

Cleans who lived in the 4th cent B.C., was attached to the court of ihe Kings of 

Persia as a physician* If it is true that his history of India contained incredible fables, 

we can admit that, through professional necessity, he knew the flora of India 

of his time. Now Qesias describes, (Sec. 14) a tree which grew in the mountainous 

* 

* 



region or India, spread as the pine and the almond tree which hardens in water, and 

bears fruits in bunches. All these characteristics denote exactly Udumbara, a tree 

of the sub-Himalayan zone, which exudes a thick juice, similar to resin, and which has 

fruits in bunches. Its name in Botany is Ficus glomerate. Ctesias who calls this tree 

siptachoras,** adds (See. 19-22) that its hard juice was yellow amber, that the country 

still produced different varieties of purple,40 and that the inhabitants, Cynocephales, 

exported in exchange of other commodities, the purple, the amber and the fruits of 

Siptachoras. Let us note in passing that the woollen cloth dyed in purple counted 

among the most valuable products of the countries in the northwest, and that the 

country of the Udumbaras produced famous woolen stuff. The Cynoceplialcs who 

exported the purple and the fruits of Udumbara were no other than the non-Aryans 

of the sub-Himalayan Zone. That they exported the purple is not surprising; but the 

Udumbara fruits are not much nourishing ; the modern Indians do not eat them during 

famine (Walt, Dictionary of economic products of India). On the contrary, these fruits 

arc frequently used in Indian medicine. It is used as astringent and as ami-hemorrhage; 

the bark is equally astringent and heals wounds and bites. The root is a remedy 

for dysentery and the juice mixed with the oil of sesame is used to cure cancer (Watt, 

ibid.). The section on medicine in the Yinava regulates the use of the syrup of ttditmbara 

<cf. Dul-va, III, 59b and Yi-Tsing, A record of the Buddhist religion, tr, Takakusu, p. 221), 

We understand now why the physician Ctesias described with care the whmhara. 

its country of origin and the trade it developed. Exported from the sub-Himalayan 

region, its fruits and drugs prepared from the udumbara were undoubtedly employed 

in the empire of the Ac ha men ids which Ctcsias had had occasion to visit. These 

products have ceased to be utilised since long, at feast outside India, probably because 

they have preferred remedies mere easily accessible, and also equally clfective. The 

quince is undoubtedly one of the drugs which has replaced udumbara. It is the native 

of the Near East, and its culture is generalised in Europe, while ihat of udumbara 

scarcely went beyond the Punjab. If the European medicine has finally replaced it 

48. Pliny (Hist. Nat., XXXVJl, 2. 29) reproduced the name mentioned by Ctcsias 

(XIV, 1); arboreseas siptachoras voctiri, qua adpellatione signiltcetur pracdulris suavitas. 

“I shall be very much tempted", wrote Mr, Bcnveniste, “to see in sip to Av, Tjnv>/o-milk 

fit reminds us of latex and of suaultm). The group ,vw is rendered in the Greek transcrip¬ 

tions by X or by s. Chora(s) is less clear. I hesitate between a derived nominal of root Xtar, 

‘to drink’ ( ‘drink* ) and a deformation of Xvaraza, 'soft* (Avesta has only the superlative 

Xrarazhta). The second comparison ( ‘Soft [as] milk' ?) is well reconciled with the 

comment of Pliny” ; Sans. Suaphala udumbara. It seems that Ctesias might have knovvu 
an Iranian adaptation or Sitttphala. 

49. Ctcrias (XIV, 3) notes that one of the varieties of purple is prepared by grinding 

beetles which live on Sipiachoras. The account is confirmed by the evidence of Watt, 

who said with regard to ficus glomerate: “the lac insect is reported to occasionally 

frequent the tree". (Cf. Sanskrit : krnth ‘insect’, red lacquer produced by the insects). 
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by oilier products, it is still very much appreciated m the country, and the masses continue 

to use it. That is why in the classical languages, the quince, an exotic fruit known 

for its astringent qualities, could bear the name of a very ancient fruit possessing the 
same qualities. 

This is how the name passed from one plant to another. The fruits of (K)udumbara, 

exported from India to the Occident for their astringent and antidysenteric qualities, was 

found there in competition with another fruit, the quince, possessing analogous properties 
and called by such name as kutonta. Between these comparable words meaning 

similar commodities, a confusion was almost inevitable. Kodumahn from kwdumbara has 

become another name of quince, and in this form, has passed into Greek as 

htionia, Kodumahn came directly from the Austro-Asiatic languages, independently of 

Sanskrit, where the name of Ficus glomerate appears always without the initial : udumbara. 

On the other hand, if the Austro-Asiatic name of this fruit has become a name of the 

quince in certain Asiatic languages, a similar transfer could occur in an inverse order. 

An Asiatic word of the family of name of quince : catena, cortana, meant the Fruit 

of Ficus glomerate, i.e., ‘a kind of Small fig' (cf. Hesych : Kotlana tides sukoon 

mi kroon). This is a simple conjecture which, with some further restraint, shall perhaps 
he mote probable. 

The history of cotton-flax and udumbara-quince would then be comparable. The 

question will be in both the cases a vegetable product of India which, from a very 

ancient time, lias been exported to the west retaining its Austro-Asialic name. Later 

on. the same word began to mean analogous products: one a fine veil, in ihc case of 

Karpa-ot, and the other an astringent drug in the case of Kodumaton. If these views 

are correct, it can be expected that other points will confirm them, provine thus the 

existence of a wave of exchanges between a non-Aryan India and the Mediterranean 
world. 

V, CONCLUSION. 

The investigation that we have followed concerning the people, the language and 

the commerce of the upper Punjab, has served to bring into limelight the 

ancient Udumbaras. Our conclusions have a force which is carried beyond the frontiers 
of this people. They allow at least to foresee the solution of different linguistic, historical 
and pre historical problems. 

From the phonetic point of view, the Austro-Asiatic. and particularly Indian 
languages, are specially distinguished by the suflle which accompany certain occlusives. 

The aspirates are numerous and remarkable for their force and their duration so ; 

often, as m Khasi and in the Munda group, there exists, besides series of aspirated 

surds, a series of aspirated sonants. These features involve many important consquenccs. 

50. For Khasi, cf. Linguistic Survey of India. II, p, 7. For Santh31 i, cf. P.O. 
Bonding. Materials for a Sari tali Grammar, lt See* 51-54. 

# 
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We have observed before that, in certain A astro-Asiatic words, an initial occlusive 

can be reduced to a sufRe, then disappears entirely. This mutisation seems to owe to 

the fact that, in certain conversations, the pronunciation of the initial i$ accompanied 

by a stiflle, The phenomenon can be observed actually in the Khiisi where an initial kh 

corresponds regularly to k of olh^r non-Khmer speeches. This explains the decline of 

articulation and preservation of the suflle. With the tendency to shorten the words at 

the beginning as wdl as at the end,—a tendency which ends in monosyllabism in certain 

modern languages* a part of the initial, namely the articulation, ought have dropped 

the first* while tlie suffie survived, provisionally or not. 

We know on the other hand that, among the Indo-European languages, the 

Indo-Aryan alone has preserved, till the historical period, the ancient aspirated sonants**1 

Tins unique persistence is dueT undoubtedly* to the influence of the substratum. Really it 

appears that the Indo-Aryans colonising the Indus valley mingled with the people who 

spoke the Austro-Asiaiic languages, he,, languages possessing like the Mundaa series 

of aspirated sonants. Tie degree by which the substratum could, from that time* 

the initial pronunciation in the Indo-Aryan* its action would tend to preserve, if not 

influence to reinforce, the pronunciation of the aspirated occlusives. The aspirated sonants 

are in fact maintained in Sanskrit* while it disappears from everywhere else. 

On the other hand, in the northern Punjab* the Austro-Asia tic element appears 

to have been maintained for a long time, and thus explains, in my opinion, the into¬ 

nation of vowels in Lhc Punjabi, j. Bloch observes that in this language the intonation 

“depends on the presence of a sonant suffte by the side of the vowel* f Melanges Ventby&h 

pr 62). This suflle had “commenced by separating itself from the so-called occlusive**, 

(thick? p. 63), then adding its vibrations to those of the accented vowels* it had thus 

determined its intonation. For example, the initial syllable gha becomes ka in the 

Punjabi of the north. J. Bloch admits that gh is divided into g+A that sonant suflte /t. 

being added to the vowel has determined the intonation* and that this has finally hud 

an influence in the muffling of tEie occlusive : g to k. 

This theory is ingenious. It raises sometimes an objection. Is it true that the aspirated 

sonants become sonant ^-sufile ? Is it not divided rather in articulatton-l-sonanlsuflle ? 

Undoubtedly gh is better composed of g+A, but the phonetic reality is different. In Fact* 

gh, an aspirated sonant, is composed of three elements: articulation* sonant-vibrations 

and the suffle. The moment where the suffle tends to dissociate from the occlusive* 

the elmemfitit, prolonged in its vocal, could drag away from the vowel* the 

homogeneous sonant-vibration to those, leaving on the other side* an articulation 

devoid of glottal vibrations. The evolution %ka to ka would then be explained 

as the result of a disjunction of the sonao truffle.*3 All this appears as if the 

51* For some traces of these phenomena in Celtic and in Armenian* see Meillet* 

Diskette mdo cwopeenSf 2nd ed., preface, p. 12-13* 

52* It is true that the initials alone ate muffled. As J. Bloch p, 64) suggests 

it. the internal sonants can be protected by those which are surrounded by vocalic elements* 

* 
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energy necessary to produce the intonation was borrowed from a neighbouring consonant 
which, since then, ceased to be aspirated and muffled, 

I have just shown, by admitting, like J. Bloch, that the intonation is a recent 

phenomenon, explicable by the evolution of the Punjabi; but this postulation itself 

seems doubtful.53 It is probable, that the tendency to moderate the vowel is an idea 

anterior to the Punjabi, foreign to the Indo-Aryan, and it might perhaps bs reluctant 

to explain the intonation through the development of the latter. It is difficult in effect 

to prove that in the Charnba, the intonation exists without producing anythin!? which 

is reputed to have produced it in the Punjabi : bfdtt, gh«r, gkora. Here the intonation 

exists, and yet the suffle has not disappeared ; it is not dissociated from the consonant, 

nor has it “added its vibrations to those of the vowel” ; the consonant is not muffled. 

In the actual state of affairs, it is difficult to accept anything other than hypothesis, 

more or less plausible. What 1 have desired to indicate, is that the intonation can be 

very old in the Punjabi; whether old or recent, it poses problems that will help to 
resotve by analysing the nature of the substratum. 

The history of Indian civilisation becomes equally clear when we study the Austro- 

Asiatic influences. The advent of the Aurigas, towards 180 B.C, appears to have been 

a prelude to a violent lira h manic reaction directed against the heterodox religions 

and particularly against Buddhism. This restoration of ancient Aryan cults was success¬ 

fully effected in the Madhyadesa, but it failed in 'the neighbouring places. In the 

northwest, it was checked at Saks la, in the south, it did not break seriously into the 

vice-royalty of Vidisa.51 Henceforth Buddhism look refuge mainly under the 

heterogeneous people driven back by the advancing Arvans, around the Madhydda ; 

it retired front the centre towards the frontiers of India—Safcala, Gandhiira and Kashmir 

instead of Mathura; Ujjaimand Ceylon replaced Kausambl. The solid foundation of 

Buddhism could not be wrecked in the regions where the non-Aryan element had but 
imperfectly assimilated the Brahmanic civilisation. 

The AfahabhSrata, on the other hand, is the narration of strife between the Kauravas 

and Fandavas. Both have a close affinity with the Austro-A static people, as is evident 

from some or their names and customs. Among the most ancient episodes of the great 

epic, a few related undoubtedly the wars which intended to capture the non-Aryan 

peoples of India, ft is not perhaps an exaggeration to say that the history of the 

formation of the MiihiAhhufaw is to be revised while discussing these new problems. 

The study of the economic aspects can equally profit by our researches, is it not signifi¬ 

cant that the Indo- Aryans, the masters of the Indus Valley, had so long neglected to settle 

properly in the upper Punjab, leaving a section of the great commercial route from Taksaiila 

to the Ganges to the command of the Bhadras and the Udumbaras ? It seems that we cannot 

explain the fact otherwise than by a certain thoughtlessness or commercial inability, of 

53. Cf. supra, p, 38, 

54. CF. Humour, Introduction. 2nd ed.. p, 334, and Legendc de 1’emptreur Asoka, 
p. 93-94 and 302-303. 

* 
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which the other examples arc easily available throughout the ancient history of Indo- 

European peoples. We know already that the Brahmans abhorred maritime commerce. 

It does not seem either, that they had been further attracted by the great continental 

commerce. The development of Buddhism along the trade routes had been favoured by 

the descendants of the Iranian or non-Aryan caravaniers. From this point of view, the 

history of Mcndhaka, the episode of Trapusa and Bhaltika merchants draw decisively 

the attention of the historians. 
The prehistory of India has not yet found its place. We have seen earlier that 

the Indo-Aryans had penetrated into the centre of the Austro-Asiatic masses and 

advanced slowly towards the southeast. It does not seem doubtful that before 

this penetration, the Indus valley had been like that of the Ganges, inhabited by the 

Austro-Asia tics, from the Himalayan zone to the sea. At the lime of Herodotus, the 

Dravidians were staiioncd in the south. Can we admit that this too belonged to a very 

ancient period ? We know that the Brahui language spoken in Baluchistan belonged 

undoubtedly to the Dm vidian family.55 The Brahui pocket seems to be the witness ot 

a very old linguistic stratum whose extension is difficult to determine. We can suppose 

that this Dravidian stratum, which had expanded originally from Baluchistan to the 

Deccan and perhaps all over India, was partly covered up by the Austro-Asiatic stratum. 

The continental Austro-Astans had driven out the Dravidians from the plains to the 

highlands, leaving to them the mountains of Baluchistan and the whole or a part of 

the Deccan. This hypothesis seems to me to be more probable at this stage of our 

knowledge. If the Dravidians had been strong enough to repulse the Austro-Asians, 

they would have been established or remained in the rich valleys or the basin of the 

Indus. But till to-day we find them in the north and the south of this region. It 

was at a great hazard that they were chased from the intermediary space. 1 have tried 

to show clsehwcre that the Tndo-Aryans had borrowed, as early as in the Vedic age,5ft a 

certain number of words from the Austro-Asiatic languages. On the contrary, no 

borrowing to the Sanskrit from the Dravidian can, till now, be proved with certainty.57 

it seems that in the regions where the conquering Aryans settled themselves, the Austro- 

Asiatics had previously imposed their language and undoubtedly also their domination. 

Meanwhile, new documents of prehistoric archaeology did not fail to present us the 

new materials. The distribution of the people of India before Alexander had been the 

result of three successive invasions. First, the Austro-Asia tics crushed the Dravidian 

dement partly, only to allow them to emerge in the north, as the Brahui Pocket,5 e and 

55. See the notice on Brahui in Lingitstic Survey of India, IV, p. 619 &c. 

56. Cf. Mem. Soc. Ling., 1921, p. 208 ; Bull Sac. Ling., 1922, p. 119, &c and 

1924, p. 69. 
57. Cf. J, Bloch, Sanskrit et dravidien, in Bull. Sac. Ling,, 1924. p. 10-21. 

58. I do not know whether a satisfactory etymology of the word Brahui was ever 

proposed, and it docs not seem that this ethnic term can be explained by the Dravidian 

or the I ndo-Aryan, On the contrary, a sense may be attributed to it if we admit that 
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as masses of the Deccan to the south. Then the Aryans, descending to India from the 

northwest, progressively established themselves in the central valleys of the Indus and 

the Yamuna, and of tile Ganges, and radiated round this source of the Brahmanic 

culture. Finally, the Bahlikas, merchants and adventurers, coming from eastern Iran, 

infiltrated the home of the Austro-Asiatic tribes left alone by the Brahmans; in 

organising the vast confederations like that of the Salvas, and in dircting their caravans 

from the west to the east, they prepared the formation of the future empires and assured 
the tiaison between India and the Occident. 

it was given to the aborigines by the Astro-Asiattc invaders. Among Munda or Ko! 

languages are classed several dialects called Birhar (Lbtg. Sort. India, IV, p. J 02 & 208). 

Birhar means man (hUr) of the forest (bsr). According to Rislcy “a small Dravidian 

tribe of Chota Nagpur who live in the jungle in tiny huts made of branches of trees 

and leaves...." (quoted in Ling. Surv. India, IV, p. 102). Brahui or Birahui (both the 

names exist) is, in my opinion, another form of the same name. For the discussion on 

bira to bra, cf. supra, p. 27, I, 1-3. We have seen above (fn. 34) that some of the nume¬ 

rous forms of the group Kol, kur 'man' are preserved in the Mundl. The comparison 

between Birhar and Brahui, if it is justified, is instructive, because it shows us that the 

two Dravidian tribes are strongly influenced, though to a different degree, by their 

Austro-Asiatic neighbours. The influence on the Birhars has been so profound that 

even to-day they speak a Munda language. The Brahuis, if they ever spoke a Dravidian 

language, must have at least adopted the name which their neighbours gave them probably 

long before the beginning of our era. Some facts lend to confirm the hypothesis of the 

influence of the Austro-Asiatic on the Dravidian cither conquered or driven back. Derides, 

it is to be noted that ihe Maltos (Dravidian populations who lived in contact with 

the K.o|s) remember apparently the invasion of the country by the Gols (cf. Ling, Surv, 

India, IV, p, 456), Although the word Gol might be to-day considered as having the 

vague idea by the Hindus, its resemblance with the Kol is striking. 

Tmnsi.ucd from the French by 
Chitrablinnu Sen. 

This article originally appeared in the 

Journal Aiiatfqut•, Vo). CCVTlt (1926). pp. 1-55 
The translation is published with ihr kind permission 
of t|i» Social? Asiatiqua, Paris 
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THE SALVAS: 

AN ANCIENT PEOPLE OF THE PUNJAB 
J. PRZYLUSKI 

“We know that nature has divided the Punjab into two well defined regions, the 

lower region or the plains and the upper or mountainous region (Kohisthan of the tntislim 

writers J. Throughout the historic age, from the Vcdic time to our day, the Punjab has 

offered a protected shelter to the native tribes menaced or pursued by the conquering 
foreigners.'"! 

In a previous monograph11 J have tried to classify the populations of the ancient 

Punjab. I have distinguished besides the Tndo-Aryans, a race probably Iranised, called 

the Bhadras or the Madras. J have also identified other tribes called the Austro-Asiatic 

races. 1 have shown that beneath these strata there is a substratum of a dark-skinned 
race, which may be named proto-Dnavidian.3 

These conclusions, I think, are only provisional and further researches are required. 

So I propose a second inquiry concerning the Salvas or Salvas of the Punjab. 

I. SALVA AND MADRA, 

Alexander, after having crossed the Hydraotes. subjugated the people near this 

river. Then he leamt that a large number of tribes, the most belligerent among them, 

the Kathaiois, the Oxudrakais and the Mallois, were waiting under the walls of Sangala. 

He attacked them and captured Sangala after a difficult siege. 

The Kathaiois are obviously the Kathas. a name which means a school of the 

Yajurreda. But nothing more is known to us. The Oxudrakais are the Ksudrakas and 
the Mallois arc the Mallas, Malayas,1 2 3 4* etc. 

The Indian texts associate the Ksudrakas with the M3 lavas and this is also confirmed 

by the testimony of the Greek historians. The MalffihBsyg (on Pan ini, IV. 2. 45) cites 

1. Vivien dc Saint Martin, Etude stir la Geographie et les populations primitives tin 

Nord-Ouest <k /' tndt d’apres fas hymns Vediqucs, Paris, I 860, p. 102. 

2. Un onden people dti Punjab, its Vdutnhgra, JA., 1026, p, 1-55. 

3. Cf, Totemismt et Vegetaiiime, Rt vue de !' histoire des Religions. 1927, p. 347 

&C., and fa Viite de Cdkrgvgrtm, ill Roc~nik Orientafistyczny, VoL V, 

4. A Weber, Indhcfte Studies XlH, p. 374 &c. For the series, malfa. molava, etc., 

cf Rapson, The Ktdatas, a people oj Northern India, JRAS., 1900. p. 529 &e ; Lex influences 

populoires dans fa Chandogya Vpanisad, It SOS., V. p. 303 &c, 

I. S. 6—6 



a dvandva compound, ksudrakumah.a and also mentions the opinion of the grammarian 

Apiiaii on the compound ksudrakainSfavl, which means an army {send} of the Kiiidraka- 

Mn lavas. 
We also know that the Ksudrakas became, in certain circumstances, victorious 

without any aid : ekakibhih kswlrakairjitanfi. Probably they had to light without their 

allies, the Malavas. They are mentioned elsewhere (commentary on Panini, V. 3.114), 

along with the Ksudrakas. as an ‘association of warriors’ {ayudhnjh'isamgha} grouped 

under the name of Vahika. 

We must belive the generally well-informed Greek historians that the Ksudrakas 

and the Mallas. who were till then in a state of hostility, united only in the time of 

Alexander and under the threat of Greek invasion.® 

Ksudraka, 'little’, is u significant adjective. It is possible that this epithet has been 
purposely chosen to mean a people of short stature. As regards that ethnic Malla, which 

is inseparable from Madra and M a lava, it has, in Sanskrit vocabulary, taken the sense 

of a wrestler, an athlete.5 6 7 8 

I have already shown that the Madras were undoubtedly an 1 ranged population, and 

we find further new arguments in favour of this proposition. Moreover the coloured 

aborigines, who for a long time were established in the northern Punjab, were certainly 

less tall than the Indo-Iranians. So we can assume that Ksudraka* meaning a people other 

than the Madras/Mallas* was a generic term which wps used to contrast the aborigines 

of short stature with the stronger and taller men descending from Iran or Afganistham 

Another similar indication is available to strengthen this conjecture, The Salvas 

are mentioned thrice in Panint (Salva, IV. 2. 135; SSLvIvayava, IV, 1,173; Salveya. 

IV, L 169). The Ctutdravrni * enumerates the tribes who belonged to the Silva 

race: 
dwmbarUstslakhold madrakdrd yugmdharfih 

hhulingdh iaradondakca whavayavasamjn it ah 
# 

+The Udumbaras, Tilakhalas, Madrakaras, Yugandturas, Bhulingas and Saradan- 

das. such are the divisions of the Silvas1. 

Since the Madras alias M ad ra katas were a part of the Silvas and the aborigines 

like the Udumbaras were included in it, w*e can admit that Silva is another name of the 

warrior confederation of the Ksudraka-Malavas. Salva might be the name of a tribe 

which acquired supremacy over the Ksudruka-Maluvas. Consequently the chiefs of the 

Silvas joined hands with the adventurers coming from the northwest. In the Mahahhamtu 

(MI.669}* Kscmavrddhi is a name of a general Icamupati) of the king of the Sah as, On 

5, Mahahha-Ua on Panmit L L24, 4.21 ; V. 3.52. Variant. Ksudraih. 

6, Droysen, Gesck Alex des Or,, p. 433 &c. 

7, Note that the Persian word, pahtoww means similarly athlete, hero etc, 

8, On Candra, ll. 4103. 
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the bask of this text* Weber has already found a connection between Ksemavjddhi and 

Satva, Kscm&vrddhi3 designates a warrior-tribe whose women have fine hair : 

Ksemavrddhayah ksatriyasteSam tamtkeiyah striyah . * jQ 

The delicacy of hair like high stature was a distinct characteristic, and the aristrocacy 

was distinguished from the aborigines by this. 

The presence of an Iran bed element in the confederation of the Salvas, notably 

among the Madras, can also explain the term MadrakEra, which is, in the Candravrtti, 

the third subdivision of the Salvas. Bartholomew gives the following equivalents of the 

old Persian kdra; kricgsvolk, heer, tnippen, etc* This reminds us the expressions 

already quoted : dvudhqftvisamgha and Ksudraka—Malavi f send ). and we can also 

comprehend the meaning of the Iranian dement, kdra. Madrak&ra is a martial tribe of 

the Madras.11 
The Salva and Bhadra-Madra races also occur in a legend,13 according to which 

Vyusitasva had seven children ■—three Salvas and four Madras—by his wife Rhadra 

KSk&tvati IfSalva and Madra have the same legendary ancestor, it h because they 

were understood to belong to the same race or perhaps to the same confederation. This 

inference is Supported by a couplet of the CandravriiL Besides, the name Vyu&Uasva is 

a queer form in Sanskrit. It appears that it might have been imitated by the Indian 

chroniclers from an Iranian word ending in aspa, or probably from Vist5spas the father 

of Darius and also a famous king contemporary to Zoroaster* 

The existence of such races as Rhadra, Madra* Malia, meaning an Iranised population, 

helps also to explain the diverse names of the capital of the Madras. The well-known 

Sakata or iagafa appears to be derived from Saka* 1Scythians'. The city already bears 

this name in Alexanders time and this leads, in ell likelihood, to prove the first Saka 

invasions in India before the Macedonian conquest* 
The same city was called Rhadra pur a and Bhadrainkara,13 Bhadrapura means a 

*criy of the Bhadras* and Burnouf has associated the name of the city Bbadrapura with 

the people Bbadra-kara.14 

9. Mahdbhafya on Panini VI. 3- 34. 

10. Weber, Indische Studies Xil fr p. 374. 
1L I am not going to discuss here the forms comparable to Iranian kdra in and 

outride Iran. Morgens tiernt has compared tliis with Pushtu Aw, "house, family'1 

(Etymological vocabulary of Pashto* s.v. J* Charpentier, Some remarks on Pashto etymology* 

Act* Or,t VII, pr 188, and the additional note of Morgenstieme, ibid., p. 199 : korm house ; 

karma, family : Punjabi, kormd. I shall only try to show here that in the Punjab, we 

find the races, Mndrakiiras/Bhadrakaras as well as the name BhadramkaraT a city of the 

same people (cF_ Les Udumhara ) 

12. MakSbhdraia* f. 121 * 4695 Scc. 

13. CL Les Udumhara, 

14. Introduction a P histoin* du Bouddhtsme mdkn ; 2nd ed.s p. 369* ml. 

p 
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The list of the Yaksas of the Mahamayun, after having located the yaksa Pramardana 

at Gaodham and the Yaksa Prabharijana at Taksasila, adds : 

khsrap&sta mahayaksa bhadrasaife tiivfisnkahj* 

The fact that Kharaposm. differing from the guardian spirits which precede or 

follow; is here called great yaksat is very significant. DhadrasaihT where he resides, 

'reminds very closely/ says Sylvain L&vt, ’the name of BhadrasiS^ which the city of 

Taksdtla bore in olden times, if wc believe the madarm of Candraprabha' {DivyHwtBm, 

p. 328 )A& But Talnfili, which is mentioned in a preceding verse, and where 

Prabhanjana resides, is not mentioned here. All that we can deduce from the avadana 

of Candraprabha is that this history wras written at a time when Bliadraiila, placed in 

the northwest, was not accurately located and was confused with Taksasila, owing to the 

proximity of the two cities and the similarity of the two names. There is least doubt 

that Bhadrallla, where a 'great yaksa ruled' must be th: capital of the Bhadras. otherwise 

called Bhadrapura or 5a k a la. 

It is true that in the beginning of the list of the Yaksw* wishing no doubt to glorify 

the two oriental and occidental capitals—Pltaliputra and Bhadrapwa—the author has 

mentioned them before other cities and provided them for each of the two Yaksas r 

krakucchandah pataUputre stfmndyam caparajftEh, 

ialb bhadrapure yaksa utlarayam ca manavah* 

Krukuechanda* as well as Aparajim. at Pltaliputra near the post of sacrifice ; the 

Yaksa Sal la is at Bhadrapura and also Manava in the north (of the city).17 

The second verse only contradicts apparently the verse 33. If Bhadrasila was 

another name of Bhadrapura, the powerful yaksa^ who dwelt in the acropolis, might have 

two names: Kharaposta, his actual name, and £aila, name taken from his residence* 

literally *hc who lives on the rock ( ll& )\ 

Kharaposta, a name which is translated in Chinese as ‘skin of an ass’10 is yet to be 

explained, Khara means ass in In do-Ary an. but pasta does not appear in the Sanskrit 

dictionaries* Gauthtof in his study on a similar word pustaka,1* has shown that we can 

seek its origin in the Iranian post, (Avestan : pasm; Pehlvi : post ; Persian : pmt) 

"skiii\ Sanskrit pusta orpmtaka is a derivative of an Iranian word meaning Lsktn' because 

pustaka is primarily a manuscript written on skin, the use of which spread from Iran to 
northwest India. 

15. Verse 33, It is necessary evidently to write paste. This reading is supported 
by the Chinese transcription, pousou-tou. 

16. JA„ 1915,1, p, 74. 

17. For this interpretation, which differs from what was suggested by Sylvain Livi, 
cf. Les Udumbata. 

18. For the Chinese forms, cf. Sylvuici Levi* JA,T 1915, I, p. 39, and for the explana¬ 
tion of the name, cf fbid*t p. 74. 

19. AISLr XIX, 1915, p* 130. 

■ 



In short, the forms Madrakaras Bhadramkaras, the name VjmsitaSva, the legendary 

ancestor of the Madras, the various names of their capital, Sakala, and the yaksa 

Khnraposta who protects the city, are all of signiScant indication which prove what 

profound influence was cast on the people of the upper Punjab by Iran. 

II. SALVA AND SARABHA 

Udambara, which is a part of the Silvas, is a name of n non-Aryan people of India, 

and this ethnic can be explained by the Austro-Asiatic languages. As regards Salva, the 
constant vase i I la iion between Silva and Salva leads us to presume it as a borrowing from 

Sanskrit into the Indian languages. First, the word can be separated into a root sal 

jsal and a suffix va, like the word Mala-va, Sarabha, another word which occupies a 

sufficiently important place in the legend, is formed similarly. We can distinguish a root 

.vara and a soffit Mo. The last one is frequent in Indo-Aryan. in names of the animals, 

vrsabha, gardabha, karabfta etc. We know dial, in Indian languages, the aspirations 

appear or disappear very easily. The transition is, therefore, possible from baiva to 

bha, and in such a change as between Salva and Sarabha, there can be no insurmountable 
obstacle. 

It is true that the suffix bha is not exclusively Indo-Aryan, There are reasons 

to believe that it goes back to the Indo-European period, but this does not alter the 

problematic terms in a sensible way. The existence of an ancient series of animal names 

ending in bha gives rise to a new word formed from the prototype. Moreover, as the 

non-Aryan suffix valba was apt to get the form Wia, we can say that these were used, 

in Sanskrit, to mean the animal called sarabha. Before going to examine in detail 

whether Salva and Sarabha arc really connected, let us reckon, at first, precise evidences 

and, if possible, a source of proof. Sarabha, which in the stories often means a fabulous 

beast, is also tlie name of an animal resembling a deer. In the MahUbharata (I. 67, 2653). 

Silva, the king of the Salvas, is an incarnation of Ajaka, the antra. Aja, the Sanskrit 

Word which means hc-goat, reappears in the name of an Udumbara king, Ajamiira,-® 

It seems that a mythical origin was accepted for certain princes of the Saivas,® i and of 

the animals of the capridae species. This may draw attention to the similarity, slated 
already, between Salva ethnic and the word sarabha.^ 

I would tike to point out that, on the one hand, these two names could be derived 

from a single non-Aryan source and, on the other, the legends relating to sarabha might 

explain the presence of an ethnic connected with the Indian proper names. 

20. Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, p. 69. 

21. The Udumbaras are a division of the Sahas. 

22. The resemblance between the goat and the deer is striking enough. For the 

word aja might have been used in Sanskrit as an Indian deer of a precise species. 
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Here ane the words which mean deer in the principal Munda languages :*fl 

A B c 
Saiuhfili : Jet Korwu : saram MaWe ‘ harirj 
Mundim: Ji/u 

Birhur: Ida 

Kharia : selhop Dhangar: harltt 

Nahali: har an 

JuSng: harina 

Gad aba : hania 

It appears that the same root having a sibilant initial has underwent various trans¬ 

formations in three groups : the sibilant is present in the group B ; it has been muiised 

in C and palatalised in A. In all the languages of the group A* the vowel its well os the 

initial are palatalised. The type jiijjel of the group A is contrasted by har of the group C 

The formSj, mrp sel of the group B are intermediaries between A and C.*4 

Khiiria retains very clearly the trace of a suffix pa and the aspiration falls on the 

second syllable. 

The forms in Mund$ of group A are probably related to the name of a variety of 

deer, ‘mouse-de£r\ kartell in Malayan and karttel in the peninsular Malayan;3* We find 

here a prefix km and a root with a palatalised initial, cii, cel. 

The same variety of deer, ‘mouse-deer’, also bears the name he-hol in peninsular 

Malayan. Here the root preceded by a prefix with a labial initial be shows the same 

mutilation of the initial as in the M unda languages in group C. 

The Indo-Chinese languages have for 4deerT a series of forms with palatal initial 

where the Hoal liquid of the root appears to have changed into L This is found frequently 

in these languages: 

Lav6 Jirf 

Niahon Jue 
Scdang Jot 

Bahnar Jury 

Kon-tu cut 

Finally, Annamitc AhVh, which means a deer of short stature, is linked with the 

preceding forms, as the diphthong mV of Annamke corresponds regularly to an ancient 

aand w often replaces an ancient final consonant in these languages. 

23. Linguistic Survey of India, Yol. IV, p. 260-263, 

24. The characteristics of the three groups are found in all names borrowed by 

Sanskrit from the Austro-Asiatic languages : Salva lias a palatal initial and the liquid k 

while Salva has $ initial ; in iarobha, the root appears with / ; finally harimh deer answers 

exactly to the Munda forms of group C. 

25. Blagden, Compar* Vocabulary. D. 86. 

26. Compare da'ang=dang7 mia'fig=irang, ngu'o'f—ngai, etc. The existence of an 

Annamhe form AuVu from har helps to prove that the Sanskrit word tian'na, deerT has 

been borrowed from the Austro-Asiatic languages. 

i 
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Inspiic of the ambiguous character of certain Indo-Chinese forms, those of Mundi, 

Malayan and Annamite are sufficiently consistent to lend support to the argument. All 

these appear to be derivatives of a root such as sal. sat, sar, hr, and apt to obtain ait 

affix with a labial Initial. The words thus formed must have been borrowed by the 

Indo-Aiyan language in these forms : sal vet, sahn, sarabha, etc. It remains to be seen 

whether the popular tradition favours these comparisons.17 

Ill, THE LEGEND OF SARABHA 

The Dhumakan Jataka, No, 413 of the JStaka, terminates with a recital in verse 

which can be epitomised thu* : 
A brahmin named DhGmaklri, a keeper oF a flock of goats, day and night lit a 

great fire which spread dense smoke. During the rainy season some sarahhm, tormented by 

flies, were attracted by the smell of smoke. The brahmin fell in love with the new¬ 

comers and neglected his goats which disappeared. In autumn the sarabhos returned to 

their mountains. Dhumakari, pale and thin out of grief, remained alone. 

This story is told along with the tale of Dhananjaya, king of the Kurus, who was 

vanquished for preferring foreign soldiers to his old warriors. 

This Jataka, placed in its historical perspective, becomes quite clear. It certainly 

alludes to the great conflict of the Pandavas and the Kauravas where Dhananjaya is 

glorified, and this also refers to the latter's defeat through his alliance with the foreigners. 

What could be these people if not the hordes of mixed blood who lived on the borders 

or the Madhyadcia ? They won over thz confidence of the king Dhananjaya as the 

sarabhas settled in front of the hearth of Phumak an + The apologue is remark able if we 

admilt as we have tried to show, that the Salvos, non-Aryan foreigners to the Bmhmanic 

Orthodoxy, are believed to be bound by a religious kinship to certain deer, whose name 

they bear. If stated otherwise, the Salvas were mystically identified with the sarabhas. 

The comparison between the stanzas and the prose portions of the Dhumpkdri 

Jataka reveal precious evidences. According to the versified tate; the sarabhas arc 

feeble animals : they searched for the fire to drive away the flies which tormented them. 

In the pro$e context which is probably very recent, these animals are of golden colour 

and they live in the Himalayas. We find here the due to a development through which 

the sarabha is transfigured. Instead of being a feeble animal living in flocks not far 

from human beings, sarabha was gradually transformed into a fabulous creature, unrivalled 

but almost unapproachable, and brilliant with a golden lustre. 
These characteristics are already visible in the Sarahhamiga Jataka, No, 483 of the 

Jataka, which corresponds in detail to the 25th tale of the Mtakam3R*& 

27, Sanskrit Sarabha has Pali equivalents, sarabha, and sufabha/tga by the enlargement 

of the final The same enlargement, without the itiflix bhat could have produced the 

Sanskrit words SBraAga and Sdranga which mean, among other animats, a deer and a 

kind of antelope. 
28. Speyer's translation* p. 227. 

p 
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The king of Benares, Brahiradatta, set oat for hurtling with his retinue. They 

surrounded a bush from which came out a sarabha. These animals had a remarkable 

still 10 evade the arrows.35 They stooped to pass off the arrow shot by the king, and the 

arrow took its course. Bra hmadatta pursued the animal for a long timet they reached 

a ditch full of filthy water, stinting like hell. The animals went round the ditch where 

the king had sunk down. Sarabha. who was compassionate and was no other than the 

re-incarnated Bodhisattva, pulled out the man who had wished him perish from the 
pit, Sarabha also taught him the Five Prohibitions. 

Another day, the king went out to the park for target practice. The moment he 

took aim at the target, Sakka, the king of the gods, caused to appear an image of sarabha 

between Brahmadatta and the target. The king refrained from shooting his arrow. Sakha 

reproached him for sparing a game whose meat was food for the king. The king declared 
that he could not slaughter the sarabha out of kindness. 

Sakka replied, "This is not an animal but an asura, tf thou willst slay it, thou 

wouldst become the king of gods. If thou willst spare him out of kindness, thou, the 

strongest of all men, wouldst go with women and children to the Vetaram of Yama.” 

The king persisted in his virtuous intentions. Then Sakka praised turn and granted 
him longevity. He was also promised a divine status after death. 

The last part of the tale is particularly instructive, because it alludes to the beliefs 

which Buddhist story-tellers condemn, but these have found their place in other Indian 

environments, Sarabha is not an ordinary animal. He is an asura and whoever triumphs 

over him becomes an equal to the king of the gods. This belief is preserved in the 

brahmanical environments. In the Makdbharaut ( 1.65.2534 and 1.67.2663 ), sarabha 

means an asura whose incantation is the Rajarsi Paurava and this reminds us of the Asura 

Ajaka incarnated as Silva, the king of the Salvas. In, the Puranas, (he Asura Sarabha is 

ii dreadful monster, with eight paws, stronger than a lion and an enemy of Visnu, 

The title Asura is very significant. The asuras are contrasted to the brahmanical 

gods as the aborigines are contrasted to the Aryan race. The non-Aryan gods are asuras 

and the people who worship them are of the same race or nature as the asvras (asurya)30 

From the account in the stanzas of the Dhumakari Ja taka and the Sarabhamiga 

Jataka, the belief developed. From the flock of iarabhos, ordinary creatures, emerged 

Sarabha, the fabulous Asura. If, as we have attempted to show, the Salvas originated 

from the Sarabhas, this transformation might be defined in our western terminology thus : 

a kind of animal, which was in old days the totem or the Salvas was created a fabulous 
animal who was the god of the Salvas, 

It is very likely that this interpretation of the religions facts may be restored if wc 

can show that at the time when the belief regarding the sarabha was being modified, 

* 

29. In the Jatakamula, XXV, the Sarabha, although he was strong enough la fight 

with the king, prefers to run away and thus refrains completely from violence. 

30. Cf. The well-known passage in the datapaths Brahmana. XIII, 8,1.5: Usury ah 
praaySh. 
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the political situation of the Silvas developed in 3 parallel way. It appears to have 

happened like this. 
According to the legend reported in the \fah3bh0rata, Vyusita£va had seven children, 

three Salvas and four Madras* by his wife BhadrS Kakslvati. These traditions had 

probably the intention to prove the parentage of the Bhadras and the Madras, by 

attributing the same ancestor for them, and it was necessary to prove this parentage : 

because at first sight, the contrast between certain allies was striking, one strongly infused 

with Iranian blood and the other similar to the Savage aborigines. The legend of 

VyusitiUva, which was intended to maintain the political cohesion and the moral unity 

of the S3lva-Madra confederation, was perhaps as old fts Confederation itself. It is a 

matter of much importance that the legend tends to consider the Silvas as ait ethnic 

element distinct from the Madras, 
Absolutely different is the conceptio n gleaned out of the verse already quoted in the 

CamlravrttL31 According to this test, Salva is a name of the confederation which includes 

the Madras or the Madrakaras. But none of the said tribes bears the name Salva. 

Consequently this word ceased to mean a distinct ethnic element. Undoubtedly, this 

was reserved for the powerful families for whom the supremacy of the upper Punjab 

was quite guaranteed. Let us recall that Salva, king of the Salvas, is the incarnation of 

the Asura Ajaka. Silva is, therefore, the name of a prince. 

It appears that constant change in the religious ideas could be explained by a 

transformation in the society. Sarabha, which previously meant a species of animal 

and an emblem of the Salva tribe, now means a fabulous beast and becomes divine 

when the Silvas have become the royal dan of the confederation. The totem of an 

indent tribe has been promoted to the rank of a god, because the chiefs of this tribe 

had won the supremacy over the neighbouring groups. 

IV, THE MAN-DEERS, 

Indian folklore is full of nSgas, the serpent-men, kinnaras, the bird-men etc. To 

say that these are the vestiges of non-Ary an totemism is a simplified explanation. In certain 

cases, nagfl, kinnora etc. represent the primitive totems. Often, the hero born of a 

naga or a legendary animal receives marvellous gifts from his ancestor and becomes 

a genuine god. 
If the Silvas were related to a species of cervidac, wc would not be surprised to 

encounter the man-deers in Indian folklore. Hut in every case a thorough examination 

is necessary to determine the degree of evolution of the religious ideas and to ascertain 

the deformations which were acquired in course of propagation of these ideas in the Aryan 

society. 
The 14th talc of the Entretfcns de Nang femtrai relates the adventures of the son of 

the king Madaraja, who after having studied at Tarkasita (sic), marries the daughter of 

the king of Vidhura, 

31. Sec Supra. 

1. S. 6-7 
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He started to gather large flocks of bucks, deer and goats and he fed them is his 

park. From lime to time, when fancy took him, he made them gather in the inner 

courtyard of the palace. He took hold of his bow and with arrows he killed the buck or 
the deer, the chief of the flock. Then he freed his soul and caused it to pass into the 

body of the dead animal and in this form he went to play with the fawns and goats. He 

returned afterwards to Lake possession of his actual body and was visible in his form 
as before tht metamorphosis/33 

The course of the story illuminates the passage which is to be mentioned ; the king 

kills the deer and then revives it to life by causing his soul to enter the body of the victim, 

but another man profits by it for being reincarnated in the lifeless body of the 

pnnee. This story came to India through the Indo-Chinese and Mulsim story' 

writers,33 and in spite or its Avat&ras, its source can be guessed. The Siamese version 

actually states that the prince was a son of the king Madaraja and that he studied at 

Tarkajla, that is to say that he had the king of the Madras as his father and he went to 

Takfasila. We are here clearly driving towards northwestern India or better, towards 
the same region of the Silvas. the man-deers. 

Mow we understand better the transformations of the legend. The primitive notion 

of mcn-deer has been deformed by the people familiar with the conception of transmigra¬ 

tion. The king of the man-deers has become a prince who is capable of transferring his 

soul into the body or a king of the deer. But the motive of this conduct is not at all 

disclosed to us. Shall we say that it was a game or reincarnation ? It is a dangerous 

game indeed for a king to let his body become lifeless only to enter into the body of a 

feeble animal. Tbc tale of the Nmg tamrai also shows clearly the perils which menaced 

the prince during this adventure. A pretender took possession of his body. In overlook me 
such risks he evidently fell short of appreciating the perils. 

If wesetinside from the Indian belief in transmigration and plane ii in another 
rd,eons background, what seemed al firs, a puerile and senseless game suddenly becomes 

a matter of highest importance, it is a fundamcnral belief of tolennsm that, in order not 

to degenerate, man must renew Ids association periodically with his totem u. 

succeeded, certain eases in eating the liesh of the animal with which he was related' 

We may bd,eve that he could take recourse to some other processes. The tested anion 

. also a powe fal means to enter into the alliance, and this process has naturally indicated 

that we have in view the reproduction of the species. If the prince of the Stas is a 

man-deer tt IS necessary that hi, race may no, degenerate. and that bis son should also 

'""J'"” ^lam this result, might be nccessery ihar the rather should 
be a real deer or should have orrgmated Horn it, and that he must be transformed i„,„ , 

deer before impregnating b,s wife. [„ course of our research the importance oC 

dmpnnmple wdl he better understood. Lc, us remember .hat this doe, „o, only dan£ the 

32. Lorgeou's translation, Lcs Classiquei iic V Orient, Vol IX p 90-91 

cd.. m Ped.de,a Croc, 

4 



14th tale of the Nang umtrai bin also other similar matters. 

In the Nang tantraL the son of the king of the Madras, being transformed into a deer 

and having had his human body hidden by his companion, went to get hold of the queen, 

hut the deer tried to oppose it- The strife of these rivals in which the queen is a stake 

makes up the entire theme of the story. The real king finally triumphed because he 

succeeded in entering into the body of a parrot and informed his wife accordingly. 

Being pressed by the pretender she advised him to be transformed into a deer. Ho 

obeyed and abandoned the body of the real king in which lie could be reincarnated. The 

lost portion of the tale is clear enough that in order to unite with the princess, the body 

of a deer is indispensable. 

In a previous memoir,9* i imvc shown that the Andhra kings spoke no doubt 

an Austro-Asiatic language, and their title Eutav5hana could be interpreted as "Son of 

the horse"1. We know that they performed the Alvamedha and that this religious 

ceremony was completed by a mystic union of the sacrificed horse with the first queen, 

If the interpretation which i propose for llse 14th tale of the Nang tmttral is true, the 

analogy with the affairs of the And bras is quite obvious. The Andhra princes, +rson of 

the horse" had as father the solemnly sacrificed horse. The 14th tale of the Nang lajtirui 

suggests that among the Sal va-Madras, the king was supposed to be incarnated before 

his union with the queen in I he body of a sacrificed fcing-of-the-deer. The Asvairsedha, 

sn spite of its certain savage practices, is evidently Indo-Aryan on certain counts. The 14th 

talc of the Nang tantrd gave more attention on a masked dance in which a prince dressed 

like a king-of-thc-deer moved among the women disguised as fawns and the 

ceremony terminated in an orgy as in the Ausiro-Asiatic betrothals.9* The rites differed 

from one people to another, but it seems that among the Salvas as well as the non-Aryan 

Andhras, the sons of the king were born of a royal animal. 

V. THU LEGEND OF RSYASRNGA 

The descent in the uterine line, as in the matriarchy, seems to be the foundation 

of the family among the Austin-Aria tic races of ancient India.94 It is usual, a priori, 

when a man-deer appears in the Indian folklore and is related with a fawn mother. In 

fact this la what we observe generally. 

For example, let us discuss the heroine of a Buddhist tale in Liem ton rsi 

kmg *7 Bom of a hermit and an antelope, she marries a king and gives birth to a 

hundred eggs from which emerge hundred sons. In the primitive legend, the heroine 

34, ifippokotira et SatakarnL JRAS.r 1929* p. 273 Ac. 

35, Le prologue-cadra ties 1001 twits, JA** 1924, II, p, 112-117- For the masked 

dances in ancient Chinn* ef. Grand* Dnnses ct legendes de la Chine ancienne, Paris, 

1926. 
35. £m princes a I'&deuf pohsion* Etudes Asiattques, Paris, 1925, IJ, p. 232: Le 

fmhgue-cadrn des 1001 mils« JA*, 1924, II* p- 120. 

37, E. Chavannes. Cinq rents eontest n. 23. 
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retained the wonderful ability of the antelope who gave birth to her This explanation 

can no longer he satisfactory to the Indo-Aryan story-tellers who have accepted a rsi 
as the father of a child. 

Such is also the origin of Riyasrnga or Ekasrhga, whose story is found in many texts. 

In order to give a glimpse of the diversity of the tales, I sum up here the four versions 
chosen from the Buddhist and Epic literatures.38 

J. The following is the first story analysed by E. Scnart according to the Mafiavaslu 
HI, p. 144 Ac t 

Once upon a time the rsi KSiyapa lived in the hermitage SShafijum. An 

antelope, who swallowed up a little sperm emitted by the saint, gave birth to a child 

whom the fit recognised as his offspring and reared up in his hermitage. He was 

named Ekasrhga, He was nourished by his mother and he lived In company of all the 

young animals of the hermitage. They were his playmates. Afterwards he became an 

attendant of the rsi and under his direction he attained the four dhyanas and the five 

abhijnanas. Meanwhile the king of Benares who had no son resolved to make Ekasrhga 

his son-in-law and to give him his daughter, Nalini. By the order of Hie king, his 

pvrohim led Natim and her young companions to the hermitage, SahaHjani. Ekasrhga 

finding them in their sports believed them to be young rat. He admired their costumes 

which were much more brilliant than their breasts. He relished very well the cakes which 

he thought to be savoury fruits. In spite of the caresses of Nalini. he however refused 

to get into their “rolling huts". He saw them followed by the animals which he 

thought to be antelopes. After parting company with the princess who returned to 

Benares, he entered the hermitage tranced and deeply moved by those intruders whom ho 

had perceived through extreme closeness to be so different from him. He now began to 

neglect his general duties. When the boy was questioned by Kasyapa, it was immediately 

revealed to him who those visitors were. K^yapa warned him that they were not young 

rsis but women, the enemies of penance. He asked him to sever all relations with them. 

Meanwhile Nalini came again to the hermitage in richly decorated boats. This time 

Ekoirnga, lured by her caresses and sweets, consented to follow her into the “hermitages 

which moved on water", and the pwohita married them. These two young people liv'ed 

together, but without any sexual union. EkaSrfiga always considered her as a simple 

comrade. The antelope, the mother of Ekalrhga, saw him live with Nalini and heard his 

story, and she found it veiy difficult to explain it away to him. There were some 

mendicants whose hermitage was situated to the south of SahaRjani, and they refused him 

38. The bibliographical informations occur in Liidcrs, Zitr ruga von Rsyairnga, Sachr, 

K.GtW. Zu Goettingen, 1901, p, 28, &c. Further: Chavannes. Cinq cents comes, n. 

451 summarised hereafter. Consult moreover B. Laufer, Chinese clay figures, 1914. CL 

1; Charles Atlyn Williams, Oriental affinities of t/te legend of the Henry Anchorite : The 

theme of the hairy solitary in Us early forms with reference to Die Legend? von Sand 

Johannes Chrysostomus, pt. if, 1926, University of Illinois Fress. Sec finally the review 
of the last work by Isidore L£vy in Revue Critique, May 1929, p. 213. 

« 
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entry as it was forbidden io men. They told him about their sexes and informed him that 

Nalmi had been married to him according to the law. The rsi lo whom he returned at 

last saw that there was no more any point in separating these two creatures as they loved 

each other. He sent them to Benares where Ekasniga later became a king. They had many 

children and after a long rule dedicated themselves to the life of ascetics. After death he 
went to the god Brahma. 

H. The second recital forms a part of the King-tiu-yi-siang, the Chinese 

Encyclopaedia made up of the selected pieces from the Buddhist literature. Chavannes has 
translated it a»„ the summary of which is as follows : 

In the kingdom of Benares, a fawn was impregnated by the semen of an ascetic. 

The child that was born acquired, as he grew, the five supernatural intelligences {abhijXa). 

One day it was raining, and the ground was slippery ; he tumbled and his leg was injured 
as bis legs were not well-proportioned to his body. He got annoyed and pronounced a 
magical formula and ordered the rain to cease. Drought and famine followed. 

At Benares men debated and some one declared that the hermit called Unicorn 

(Eitairhga) had caused by uttering a formula the drought which might last twelve years. 
The king issued an appeal to his people that whosoever would deprive the hermit of his 

five intelligences would receive hair or his kingdom as a reward. A courtesan named 

bima appeared and promised to seduce the hermit. She departed with five hundred 
women and with five hundred wagons loaded with drugs and strong liquors. 

Disguised as hermits, the courtesans entered into the forest and constructed huts 

of leaves. They offered Bowers, wine and the ’‘pills of joy" to Eka^hga. As he took 

these to be fruits and drinking water, Ekasrhga ate drank and bathed with the women. 

He longed for lustful pleasures and lost at once his supernatural intelligences. It rained 
for seven days while he resigned himself to pleasures with Santa, 

He was taken to Benares by the courtesan and made the prime minister. But he 

became disgusted with mundane pleasures and returned to the forest where he regained 
the knowledge. 

I If f ollowing is the summary of the well-known story in the Mtthahharaia (IN.liQJ : 

An antelope, impregnated by the semen of the rsi Vibhand;ika,4rt gave birth to a 

child who carried a horn in his forehead and was called Rsyasrfiga.'11 He grew in the forest 

without seeing any other human being except his father. At that time, the country of 

Anga was suffering from a severe drought because the king Lomap3da was guilty or a 

39. E. Chavannes, Cinq cenis comes, n. 453. 

40. Vfbhandcka in the recension of the Grant ha character. Vibhmdoka in other 

recensions. The first form is undoubtedly more archaic ; cf. Liidcrs, ih>, p, 46. 

41. Riyasrnga in the later texts. Cf. Liidcrs, iA., p, 46. Wc can agree with Ltiders 

that the name Rsyasrhga. "horn of deer", is anterioi to Ekasrhga, "unicorn". B. Laufer 

(Chinese Clay-Figures, p. Hi) believes that the Chinese versions of the unicorn deer are 

derived from the Indian conceptions of Ekaspiga. Another problem is to ascertain when 

and where the ideas of Deer-Horn hero and Unicorn hero are superposed on one another. 
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sin. The king performed penance ind called Ms ministers, and ft was decided to send 

for Rsyasroga. In order to compel him to leave the hermitage, a courtesan was sent to 

him and she put on the appearance of a nun. In spite of the efforts of Vibhandaka to 

witMiold his son, RjSyasrhga followed the courtesan upto the palace of Lomaplda and 

the ascetic was led into the female apartments. Rain returned to the land. Lomapada 

was grateful and gave his daughter Santa to Rsyasmga, Somebody was successful in 

pacifying Vibhandaka who was terribly angry. By the order of his father, Riyasrhga 

waited for the birth of his son and returned to the forest followed by his wife Santa. 

She was dutiful to him. 
IV* Lastly, the story in the fffimdyam (L 9-1H presents a jumbled up version in 

which, clearly archaic dements occur : 

Rsyasrhga was a son of Vibhandaka* the son of Ka^yapa, But nobody did talk to 

him about his mother, nor was Ms name explained. 

Puc to the sin of Romapada, the king of the Ahgas, a terrible drought occuretL 

The Brahmins were consulted and they advbcd the king, '-By whatever means, send for the 

,on of Vibhandaka and give him your adopted daughter* Santa'1. 

Skilful courtesans were sent and they entered into the forest and disported amourously 

in front of the hermit. He, who never had seen any women, invited the beautiful girl 

inside his hermitage. They agreed and offered the ascetic some cakes, but did not delay 

to run away out of fear of Vibhundaka, 

Since their departure. Rsya^rnga became worried. Next day he returned to the place 

where he had met the courtesans. They ran after him and asked him to follow them. 

They conducted him into the palace of the king of the Angus and rain returned immediately, 

Romapada introduced the ascetic in the women's apartments and gave him his adopted 

daughterk Santa. 

Romapada was the friend of the king Daiaratha, from whom he had adopted the 

daughter. As Dasarmha had no son he was much grieved. He went to KomapSda and 

asked for Rsyalmga. the husband of £anta, for a son. The king of the Angus consented to it* 

Dasatniha adopted Rsyas|-hga+ who marched triumphantly into DaiaratMts city. Ho 

was introduced into the women's apartments and later on the Horse-sacrifice was performed. 

The queens of Daia rat ha conceived. Rsyasrnga and his wife took leave of Da4arath&, 

who had by then four children : Rama, Bharata, Laksmam and Satrughna. 

The episode of Rsyasmga was discussed by H, LEiders, who pointed out as early 

as !S5>7 43 that the MnhUbkamta did not contain the original legend, but only an altered 

version. After two years. Da hi noun, in the volume i of his Mahahharata Studies 

strongly objected to the ideas of his predecessor and rejected the method followed by 

Luders® as inadmissible. He returned to the same charge in 19014* after he had found 

42. Cf. Nuchr. K.GJV. Zu G&eitmgen, 1897. 

41 MatmSram Sfudien, J+ p. xxxiv. 

44. Zur Sage Von Rsyasrriga, Nocftr. K.GJV. Zu Goeuingcn, 1901* P- 23-56, 

t 
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niW weapons from a manuscript, in the Grantha character, ofifie Royal Asiatic Society. 

In spite of the refutations of Dahlmann. we must admit that Lilders has proved 

the artificial diameter of the legend of Rlyasruga, as told in the MahSbhorata of the 

presm time. It appears that the sending of courtesans particularly to seduce the ascetic 

and the causes sought for to explain the drought, might be later inventions. But it is 

not enough to restore, as Liiders has endeavoured to do, the original story of the 

MahabhUratu. [t is also required to show the sources of the legend and to explain 
how it became diversified in a great number of recitals. 

In the first Book of the Ramayana, the story of Rsyasjnga begins immediately after 

the sarga V JJ[ which depicts the king Dasamtha as deprived of progeny and desirous 

of obtaining a son. In the sarga XI, Dasaratha, in order to obtain a male descendant, 

goes to meet Romapada and asks for Rsyasrnga. After his entry into Ayodhya, he is led 

into the women's apartments and the queens conceive. Since then, we are Jed to believe 

that Rsyasrnga is not actually a stranger to this incident, and that he is the real father 
of Ruftui and the other princes. 

Undoubtedly, the poem leads us to believe that Dasaratha had children because he 

had performed the Asvaniedha and also because Visnu was incarnated in the womb of 

ihc queens. These explanations are probably superfluous and might be late additions 
to the legend of the man-deer. 

Tiie relative traditions of the princes bom of a divine Deer or Horse have already*®1 

been compared. This makes us believe that the Asvamedha contains in an Jndo-Aryan 

background a store of the Austro-Asiatic beliefs. The legend of Rsyasrnga helps us to 

follow lhe development of these beliefs. The most ancient story is that the mother of 

Rama was impregnated by a man-deer, Rsyasrnga.*® Later on, this statement was 

considered to be vulgar and unworthy of a hero.*T So he was made to be born by the 

virtue of the Asvamedha. i.e., he is tlte son of the divine Horse and he himsetf becomes 
an Avatara of Visnu. Lately at least, it is Visnu in person who appears before the queens 
ar night and makes them drink a divine beverage. 

By assuming that the man-decr introduced in the female apartments has impregnated 

the wives of Dabratha, ivc do clarify not only the general plan of the Balakanda, but at 
the same time we are able to suggest an interpretation of the group of stories of 
Rfyaspnga, 

The majority of the versions help us to discover a certain concord between these 

three facts ; enticement of the monk, end of the drought and procreation of one or many 

children. But none indicates clearly the necessary link which binds these events. Many 

tales as well as causes are brought in to explain the drought. We arc at a loss to 

45. Cf. Supra. 

46. Note that Daktratha, the putative father or Rama, is himself a son of Aja, “the 
goat** {Ramayana, [. 70, 43J. 

47. The author of the Book I is intolerant as not to mention the gaxelie, the mother 
of Rsyaij-figa. 
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understand why this calamity ceased after Rlyalrfiga's arrival in the palace. How can 

the debauch of a hermit appease the annoyed gods or render ineffective a magical formula 

already uttered ? 
The majority of the story-tellers place the drought in forefront and conceal the 

sexual affairs. It is necessary to give more attention to these, as the Book I of the 

Ramayana demands. 
In the lower societies, the atmospheric phenomena and the human activities are 

closely linked up. If a sorcerer pours out water on the earlh, this rite can cause rain. 

Besides, there is a magical link between the rain which fertilizes the earth and the 

spermatic liquid which impregnates the women. At this stage of the religious development, 

the coitus of an ascetic and a queen is sufficient to cause rain and to impregnate all the 

concubines,16 Inversely, the prolonged celibacy of a man possessing great magical powers 

can bring about the drought and sterility of the women.40 
The story of R^ya£rrga, looked from this angle, offers a great similarity with the 

common theme in the Indian folklore, li becomes absolutely necessary to seduce the sage, 

who by his rigorous lapas becomes a menace to the established order, in order to avoid the 

worst disasters. We find a very realistic notion of the lopcis at the bottom of all these 

stories. The ascetic who accumulates a burning power by iiis prolonged celibacy causes 

the drought and sterility, and oppresses men and gods. He ends by becoming a menace 

until a cunning woman puts an end to it. 
We have no reason to doubt that in ancient days this important role was played 

48. W, F, Albright has shown that the story of R^yasrnga offers curious similarity 

with the Babylonian myth of Sumugan-Engidu : “We may reconstruct the myth or 

Sumugan very plausibly, after making the necessary alterations, in the form found in GE. 

The king sends a courtesan to seduce the god or hero of fertility ; with the sexual union 

the charm Is broken, and rain returns to the land, W'hether ill is was the exact form of 

the myth or not is, of course, doubtful; it is however evident that all the dements are 

here, from which precisely such a talc as the Rsyaimga-story may be derived in the most 

natural way. Jensen is certainly wrong in seeing here a direct loan from GE, as the 

gazelle-mother does not occur in the latter. But it is very probable that our story goes 

back eventually to a Mesopotamian origin ; in no other case I have seen is the 

likelihood so great. Indologists who regard all Hindu fiction as autochtonous would do 

well to read Gaston Paris’ posthumous monograph on the origin and diffusion of the 

Treasury of Rhampstnitus (JAOS, XL, p. 331)", l have already shewn elsewhere that the 

contact was established between the Babylonian civilisation and the non-Aryan races of 

India from very ancient times (Bull- Soc. Ling, xxvii, 218-229). Therefore, it can be 

explained that the story of RsyaJrhga might have been common to the Babylonian and 

Austro-Asiatic races before its passage to the Indo-Aryan folklore. 

49. It does not appear that the theorists were well acquainted with the role of this 

belief in the matrimonial institutions. 
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by the -queens. The siory of KalmasapSda 50 presents a similar theme : the king! deprived 

of offsprings* does not hesitate to summon a rsit who Lakes the king's place with respect 

to the queen.61 These traditions have withered away with time, For such practices appear 

to be prejudicial to the royal dignity. So the story tellers have accepted the daughter of 

the king as a substitute for his legitimate queen* Finally, as Ltiders has observed, the 

courtesans have replaced the king's daughter. The most ancient stage of this legend 

appears again in the Bdlakanda of the Rnmnyana* But according to the most ancient 

recension of the Mahdbhdrata, Riyairiiga was seduced by Dalaratha's own daughter.53 

Finally. in the majority of the talcs of the present time, the lustful acts are performed 

by the courtesans, and the fsi afterwards marries the princess according to the rites. 

There is thus a deviation from the crude and gross primitive theme. At the same 

time the true cause of drought has been forgotten and the narrators have contrived to 

discover motives from it Some wish that the king had committed a crime* while 

others involve his chaplain in the affair. Others still incriminate Rsyasrhga, who in a fit 

of anger, uttered a curse. The diversity of these pretests discloses the distress of the 

writers in this affair, the origin of which has ceased to be intelligible to them. 

VI. THE GOLDEN DEER AND THE CAKRAVARTlN 

The legend of Rsyasrnga, which we are endeavouring to interpret, achieved the 

highest rank of deification of the deer and the disciple. This animal, after having been 

the religious symbol of a dan and then the protecting spirit of a royal family, now appears 

as an equal of the greatest gods. Ills obvious Indeed that the mythical creature, 

transposed in the legend by the name of Rsyasrhga, is not inferior to Vhna who replaces 

him in the tale of the Balakdnda, The analogy is very striking between the solar god 

Visnu, and ths golden deer who, according to a story of the Vinaya of the Mahasamghikas, 

soars in the sky every morning like a luminous bird : 

The first wife oF the king oF Benares ascended one morning a high tower and saw 

□ deer of golden colour, which came From the south and returned to the north across 

the sky. She desired to get its skin to make a pillow from it. 

The king summoned the hunters from all over the kingdom and told them, bi want 

immediately the skin of a deer of gotdeit colour"* But none of them had ever seen that 
animal. 

One of the hunters who was expert about the divination of the animals knew that 

the king of the deer lived in the south, and that his eating place was in the north. This 

50. Watanabe, The story of fCatmasapdda and tU evolution in Indian literature Journal 

P&H Text Society, 1909, 236-310. 

5L Makabharatn, L 122, 4737. 
52. Ltiders, Nacftr. Gott** I901,p.30, Like the scholiast of the Mahdohdrata, Asvagbosa 

repeats that Rsyasfftga lias been seduced by the princess ; cL Saundardnanda^ ed. E. EL 

Johnston, VII, 34, 

L S. 6 
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man, therefore, took his bow and arrows and made for the north and reached the snowy 
mountain, 

in this region there lived a rsi who told the hunter, “There is a nyagrodha to the south 

of this mountain ; a king of deer of golden colour often comes flying to perch on the 

top of the tree ; when he is satiated with the leaves of this tree, he goes fiom here". 

The hunter returned to the foot of the tree and lay in ambush and he saw the king 

of the deer who came across the sky and perched on the nyagrodha. His body diffused 
a light which illuminated the gorges of the mountain. 

The hunter smeared the [eaves of the great tree with honey in order to capture the 

deer. When the animal came to eat, he was attracted by honey and ate the honey-coated 

leaves. He gradually descended just upto the place where the hunter had laid the snare. 
Then the deer was captured. 

The man took care not to kill the animal for he desired praise for his ability. He 
went along with the prisoner held in leash. 

When the queen saw the deer she leapt with joy. Being carried away with her 

overwhelming emotions, she stepped forward and held the king of deer in arms. But 

because of grave pollutions in her heart, this action caused the golden colour of the king 
of deer vanish from the country. 

The queen said, “This deer is no better than an ugly animaL Release him ; let him 
go away."5® 

J shall have opportunity to show that this tale is linked with a series of stories in 

which the animal of golden colour is a solar bird. The particular interest of this piece 

is that the golden deer is shown here in complete metamorphosis. In certain aspects he 

resembles the royal animal of the Salvas and in others he is very similar to the solar bird. 

His adventure shows obvious similarities with that or Rsya^hga. 

He rises every morning like the sun above the horizon and flies across the sky 

only to descend again at last on die opposite side on the top of the trees. It is true that 

he proceeds not from east to west but from south to north. This really reminds us 

of the customs of the Sarabha who, according to the legend, retires to the snowy 
mountains, that is to say, to the northern region, 

The episode of its capture by the hunter appears to be an adaptation of an old 

myth intended to explain why the celestial animal had been constrained to descend on 

the earth. This descent was repeated every evening. Some analogous myths are to be 
observed in these regions and in the islands of the Pacific Ocean.^ 

53. E. Chavannes, Cinq cents conies, n. 341, extracted from the Vbmyo of the 
Mahasamghikas, Tripitakas, Tokyo ed.t XV, 8, p. 4a-5b, 

54. In the Polynesian mythology, it is with some cords that Maui succeeds in 

subduing the sun ( Daniel, Sugcn und Legcnden der Svdsee-insula tier, p, 33), 

Elsewhere, it is generally an archer who kills many suns and succeeds to tame the 

sole surviving sun (Ed. Erkes, Chinesisch-Amerikemische MyihenparatMen, in Toting Pao 
1925-1926, No. 1, p. 32, Ac. 
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The queen, holding this warm animal in her arms, made him lose at once his 

lustre. This is an obvious allusion to the decadence of the morning star which, after 

having illuminated the world, lost finally its Force and lustre. Therefore, the legend of 

Rsya^rnga gains a new import which extends and completes the interpretation proposed 

above. The mythical creature humanised in the appearance of a nian-deer, parched the 

whole world by intense heat until he was seduced by a woman. He is no other than 

the golden deer who lost his brilliant lustre in the arms of the queen of Benares. 

Thus the emblem of a tribe, after being transformed into a divine animal, tends 

to be identified with the sun. The first phase of this metamorphosis may be explained 

by the organisation of the warrior confederal ions. Has not the structure of wider 

associations been alike in relation to the progress of the religious ideas ? 

The Buddhist tradition gave birth to Sakyamuni and, at the same time, to the four 

Cakravartins, Prascnajit at Sravastl, Bimbisara at Rajagjha, Udayana at Kauiambi, 

Pradyota at Ujjayinl.55 This tradition, which has a strong possibility to be anterior to 

Asoka, lends to prove the existence of the Cakravartins having a limited authority ; 

because each of them possessed at most a quarter of northern India. If we are to 

believe the Buddhist chroniclers, there were, before Asoka, some “Kings at the Wheel", 

commanding a certain number of local rajas„ and a section of the Maury as, the reigning 

monarchs, at least theoretically, all over the Jambudvipa. 
Probably the wheel of the Cakravartin had not only one meaning. It could, 

according to the circumstance, designate the wheel of a chariot, the atkta which the 

combatants hurled in war, and also the solar disc. But nobody can affirm seriously that 

the first two meanings were of more importance than the last one. This was the reason 

for which (he cakra symbol was chosen. There is no doubt that the Cakravartin came to be 

identified with the so tar heroes, and the kings and heroes were considered as the incarna¬ 

tions of a great god. 
We know, in these situations, that the development of the religious ideas had been 

intimately connected with that of tire political institutions. The result of these two series 

of facts could be visualized still more clearly if the post-Vedic rituals were the object of a 

systematic research. Unfortunately a greater part of this Geld is yet little known to us 

and we are forced to confine ourselves to brief remarks,6* 
M. Wimcrnilz, in the introduction to his edition of the Mantrapal/i^ quotes an 

interesting stanza which was sung among the Salvas69 in the Siniantonnayana ceremony : 
yougawiharircra no rajefi fdlriravadisu 

vivritecakra ashtasflrcna yamutie tava 

( Mantrapatha, II. 11. 12. ) 

55. Cf. Rock lull, Life of the Buddha, p, 16. 
56. Asvamedha has been recently studied by Dumont. Other sacrifices arc bound 

to be discussed in similar monographs. 
57. Anecdote Oxoniemia, Aryan Scries, p. viii, Introduction, p. xlvi. 

58. Apostamha-grhyo^u tro, 14, 4-6, 
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1 “Yaugandhari is our king1', say the Silva women, turning the wheel and seated on 

thine banks, O Yamuna,1 

In connection with this passage, M Wintcrnitz says, “It is simply impossible to know 

the exact meaning of this verse, which must originally have formed part of a longer ballad, 

of which only this one verse has come down to us. Yet (Inis much is certain that 

Yaugundhari is the name of a king of the Salvas, a tribe that must have been living some¬ 

where near the Yamuna”. 

This textp in fact, is likely to prove that Lhe Silvas were established in the proximity 

of the Yamuna, in the period in which the edition of the Mantrapatha h placed. This 

was not, moreover, inconsistent with the domination of the upper Punjab Valleys. 

Besides, the stanza (0*11-12) shall beT In nay opinion, much less obscure, if wc take it 

only as a fragement of a ballad. We believe that it includes a formula attached to a fixed 

rite. 
What could have been its application in the domestic ritual, is clear from this that 

a formula like “Yaugandbari is our Icing” was sung when a new king was proclaimed, and 

consequently this had its place in the ceremony which, among the Sahas, held the place 

of the Yajapeya. 

This conjecture shall appear less rash if it is observed that the Yajapeya ceremony 

allowed a chariot race during which, according to some authoritiesp a wheel placed on the 

lop of a post was turned on the right. While the brahman, mounted on that wheel 

chanted thrice the VOftr&m Soman The rite, observed among the Salvas, can be 

clearly compared with that of the Vajapeya, because there the same features occur : a 

wheel is turned during I he chanting of a formula. 

If the comparison we seek to establish is justified, the stanza of the Mamra- 

pfitha (11.11,12) should be a reference to a particular form of the Vajapeya which was 

preserved among die Salvas. 

it can be said that such a solemn rite could have passed into the domestic ritual. 

Let us remember here that die wheel symbol had various imports. A "well-known vedic 

riddle identifies the wheel with the year : “a single wheel has six naves, twelve spokes, 

three hundred and sixty pegs * what is meant by that 7 ^ Among other meanings, the 

59. A. Hillcbrandt, Ritual-Litieraiur, pT 142. 

60* The antic symbolism of the Wheel of the Time has been concealed in the Vljapcya 

ceremony undoubtedly for a different conception. The wheel docs not describe only the 

year* but this may also be considered as the sum of the portions of space, because its 

rays are turned to every direction. The Vljapeya being destined to confer the Universal 

domination* the conception of the Wheel of Space has naturally prevailed upon the idea 

of the Wheel of Time, whence the repeated use of the number 17 in the ceremony of 

investiture. Seventeen represents the entire space: 1 (centre) + 4x4 (cardinal points and 

their subdivisions]* 
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rotation of the Wheel of Time also suggests the idea of tiniest and consequently this 

constitutes a rite for securing longevity. That is why this rite was performed for the 

benefit of the Kings and the common men. 

Thus the rites, which for a long time survived among the non-Ary an people* should 

be helpful in explaining certain traits of the tndo-Aryan ceremodials. Other survivals of 

the same order can still help to elucidate the practices which accompanied the coronation 
of the Cakravartin* 

The Siamese chronicler of the Suvanna Khamdeng begins with a recital which at 

first describes the origins of the world and which is a kind of puf fing crowded with Indian 
names.*2 

We see at first how the mythical Swine who* in the beginning of the world* dug 

up earth in the northern region,became successively Dhattaratha,0* then Savanna 
Khamdeng, son of PTaya Co rani. 

One day Visukamtna a* being transformed into a Tharai Kham, that is to say a 
golden deer* was held up in the park of P'raya Coranu 

Being informed by the keeper or the park, PTaya Co rani wished to surround the 

animal in order to capture him alive. But he failed in the attempt and ordered his son 

Suvanna Khamdeng to rush in the pursuit of Tharai Kham and to bring him alive. 

Suvanna Khamdeng raised an army of twenty thousand men and chose among diem 

thirty-two men, most agile and swift. He made them put on raised turbans having the 

shape of the ears and horns of Tharai. He made them wear loin cloths of the colour of 

animal and the extreme end hung like the tail of a deer* Each of the others took 
snares. 

Thirty-two men guided the army on the trail of Tharai Kham, The pursuers stopped 

only at night. When they slept* Tharai Kham slept also. Whenever there was any attempt 

to reach him, fit would disappear once more. The pursuit continued for two or three 

months, but none could throw the snare at him even once. 

Then Suvanna Khamdeng asked for reinforcements of his father. He ordered 

his officials to raise an army of as many men as grains in three horse-load of sesame* 

and grains of millet in three bags. On their arrival, be began the pursuit and chased 

Tharai Kham to the foot of the mountain* Aug Salong. There, the lady In Lao learned 

that Suvanna Khamdeng had brought the pursuers. She went out to see him. She looked 

at him and after the encounter she fell in love with him and they reciprocated their 

6L For the course of time compared with the rotation of wheel, cT Abegg, Der 

Messiasgtavbe in Indien und Iran, Berlin, 192S, p, 36, cl L 

62. Annates du Siamr pL I ; tr. by C> Notion* Paris* 1936, p.1. &c. 

63. Compare the myth of Visnu, who in the form of a wild boar lifted up the 

submerged world. 

64. Dhrtarastra. 

65. This name corresponds to Viivakarmao, the divine architect. 
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amorous feelings. They loved each other. She invited him to come into the grotto where 

she lived, and they enjoyed love with pleasure. 

The army, after having encamped there for a very long time, resumed its inarch 

under the guidance of Suvanna Khamdeng. Marching through the forests, they arrived 

at the base of the mountain Usupabatta. There Tharai Kham disappeared and none 

saw him any more. The camp was laid there and Suvanna Khamdcng was installed 

among them. 

Let us note that it is not a specifically Thai story. A legend, among the Was, 

attributes the incident of the pursuit of the golden deer to Mang Rai when he conquer red 

the territory of Xieng Tung.*® Now the Was spoke a language which is classed in the 

Austto-Asiatic family and they represent ed certainly, in Indo-Cbim, an ancient ethnic 

element. The analogy of these traditions and others which are scattered in the Indian 

folklore can make us believe in a purely Aryan origin of it, but the facts already studied 

in this article tend to prove that it is rather a question of an ancient base for the Austro* 

Asiatic beliefs modified by the Indo-Aryan civilisation, and adopted finally by the 

Siamese chroniclers to enrich the personalities.of their history. 

An important point is this that P’raya Corani, who is no more than a tribal chief,®* 

pursued the golden deer in his enclosure and was the founder of a dynasty. Afterwards, 

his son. who is presented to us as a powerful monarch, an incarnation of the mythical 

Wild Boar, chases the golden deer through a vast country. Was this chose not a rile 

for raising the status of raja to the rank of a supreme monarch ? We can explain the 

enigmatic formula of the JUtnka No, 483 thus: that he who captures a Sarabha 

acquires the prowess of the king of the gods, or better, the universal monarchy. 

At the same time, the peculiar custom narrated in the 14th tale of the Nang Tantrai 

can be elucidated. The prince of the Madras, who looked after a flock of deer in his 

park and killed the king of the deer in order to be his substitute for him, strangely resembles 

p’raya Corani and Suvanna Khamdcng. 

The tale of the Nang Tantrai leads us to think of the pursuit of the divine Horse, 

which, according to the Asvamcdha ritual, closes with the union of the horse and the 

queen. Tire chase of the golden deer in the chronicle of Suvanna Khamdeng reminds 

again the remarkable long pursuit of the horse in the A£vamedha, The Bride is not to 

be blamed for this, because Suvanna Khamdeng, having followed the divine animal for 

many months, met the lady. In Lao called him into her cave, “where they enjoyed 

love with pleasure according to their fancy.” 

In the tale of the Nang Tantrai, the prince of the Madras take the form of the Deer, 

the chief of the flock, which is explained by the writers thus : that the prince killed the 

animal and caused his soul to enter into the body of the victim. I have suggested that 

there must have been a masquerade in which men, led by their king, danced in the 

6$. Cf, Gazetteer, !. p. 518, quoted by Notion, Annalei du Siam, 1, p, 4, u. I. 

67, In the chronicle of Suvsnna Khamdeng, the name P'raya Corani (from caura 

“burglar” ?) is attributed to the first king of the dynasty. 



guise of deer. The chronicle of Suvanna Khamderg justifies meticulously this 
conclusion : 

“He raised an army of twenty thousand men among whom he chose thirty-two men, 

most agile and swift. He made them put on raised turbans having the shape of the cars 

and horns of Tharai. He made them wear loin-cloths of the colour of this animal, and 
the extreme end hung like the tail of a deer”, 

ft is quite obvious that the chase of the golden deer might be a legendary transcrip¬ 

tion of an analogous scenario which is also at the root of the A^vamedha ritual. Without 

taking into account the numerous indications in the chronicle which lend to exaggerate 

ihe events, this is how the matters can be put. The king assembled a band of hunters 

and assumed their leadership. He put a group of agile and swift men in the hunt and 

they went disguised as deer, and led by the chief who was himself the Golden Deer. After 

a sustained hunt, the king overtook him and killed him. Then he put on the animal's hide 
and thus transformed met the queen. 

The worth of this suggestion can only be definitely established by a comparative 

study of the Vijapcya, the Asvatnedlia and the Purusamedha. An enquiry into its 

importance cannot find its place in the compass of this article. It will be sufficient to 

show finally that the ritual scenario and the mythical conceptions which we have 

reconstructed are perfectly coherent. 

The myth of the golden deer in its most developed form appears as n dosed pheno¬ 

menon. The solar animal takes its flights and rises in the sky while its strength and heat 

grow. He finishes, however, by plunging into the snares of the hunters and its lustre 

vanishes in the arms of a woman until the dawn when he regains a new vigour. 

The theorists of the universal royally have taken out a portion of this myth in 

order to propound the theory of a king’s power. They desire to identify the King of kings 

with the God of gods, whose most glorious manifestation was the solar animal. They 

argue further by solemnly pointing out the career of the god, by ascribing a ritual to him. 

The ritual permits the human king to become a substitute of the sacrificed god. Asa 

result of Lhc mimic bunting and the sacrifice which follows it, the deification of the king 

is complete and the sons whom he procreates in the final scene are the genuine sons of the 

god. The sons were capable of assuring the prestige and the continuity of the dynasty. 

VII, CONCLUSION 

C&kravartm and the Supreme god are two fundamental conceptions in the history 

of the Indian civilisation. How were the empires built over the local groups ? These 

two closely connected problems dominate the entire political and religious history. In 

an ai tide La ville tiu Cakravortm. 1 have tried to show that the idea of the universal 

royally occurred among the great monarchies of the Near-east, and it crept into India also. 

But this is not a subject of our enquiry. 

The study of a particular people will be useful in order to follow profitably the 

stages of the political and religious developments. I have chosen the SSIvas who, after 
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an obscure past, emerge suddenly as the leader of a group of tribes living by the military 

profession. We can assume a priori that the M warrior confederations1* had evolved a 

political form balancing the disunited tribes of the prehistoric period and the 

centralised empires which were emerging at the dawn of Indian history. Besides, we can 

expect the Salvas, situated at least partly in these regions of the upper Punjab, which was 

open for all times to the Iranian influence* to be an object of extremely interesting 

study. From the enquiry, which we have followed so far and which is going to be 

complete, some positive conclusions can now be drawn. 

In the beginning, the views discussed in a previous article on the Udumbarns have 

been precisely stated. It appears now, that from the beginning of the Christian era, 

the people of the upper Punjab were an extraordinarily coloured race. The non-Aryan 

tribes, who spoke the Austro-Asiatic dialects had been modified by the Aryan invasions, 

the Achamanid conquest and perhaps again by other population movements which 

history did not register. In the cross-current of these diverse influences a new society 

developed where the non-Aryan elements were undoubtedly overwhelmed by the adven¬ 

turers of mixed breed. 
We know some confederations which wrere grouped under the hegemony of a princely 

family and their chiefs maintained armed bands feared by the people of the plains. Thus 

was created a new type of political organisation which was imposed on the undent 

independent tribes and so the ground was prepared for future centralised empires. 

Parallel to this development, the religious institutions were modified gradually. 

While the ancient non-Aryan dans preserved their totems, the animal symbol of the power¬ 

ful families adopted $ less impersonal character and became an individualised god. Thus 

the ancient totem of the Salvas was replaced by a divine Sarabim incarnated in the chief 

of the confederation. 
How were these new conceptions, originating among the tribes of plundering hunters, 

propagated in the Indo-Aryan communities 7 Multiple causes must have contributed to 

this consequence. The adventurers from the frontier stations with their army, augmented 

by the dissidents and outcastes, had been able to succeed more than once in spreading 

out their dominations over the Aryanised races of the plains. The slow infiltration of the 

Babylonian ideas, the influence of the oriental despotism, the prestige of the great 

conquering Achamenids and of Alexander, mu$t have contributed to the recognition of 

the organisations of the barbarian dynasties. 

A religious prerogative was developed to prepare the advent of the King of kings. 

The former idea came from Chaldea. A system of mythical shows was organised around 

it and this was sustained by appropriate rites. The mythology and ritual sprung up partly 

from the primitive indigenous cults in which Aryan dements were integrated. 

The ancient divine animal is identified with the supreme god : the sarabha became a 

golden deer, a personification of the heavenly star. At the same time the deification of 

the claimant to the universal monarchy was accomplished by means of a complicated 

ceremony m which the Wheel of Space and Time was turned for his benefit This ritual 
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reproduced the journey of the solar disc. This becomes incarnated in the sacrificed god 

and thus his successor was born. 

The consqucnccs of this great ideological movment arc of considerable importance. 

It makes us ready for the Aiokan empire and the supremacy of the Buddha, for both of 

them were Cakravartins. In order to get at the superhuman, the legend brought Sakyamtini 

at Benares and described him as turning a® the Wheel thrice in the Deer Park/lU 

APPENDIX : THE ORIGIN OF THE VEDIC DIKSA 

This article will allow us to take part, upto certain extent, in the controversy about 

the origin of the diksa. 

The believer, who gets ready to perform one of the solemn Soma sacrifices of which 

the Agnistoma is the model f i.e., prakrti. tr. ) will have to yield to an ordeal known as 

diksa. On this occasion, two huts are constructed, one for the sacrificer and the other 

for his wife. He enters into the hut after bathing, dressed in the black antelope's skin 

and carrying an antelope's horn, which helps him in scratching. His diet is strictly laid 

down and until the sunset he must remain in the hut. 

Hillebrandt, who has observed the “heat-generating'’ character of the diksa, connects 

this word with the root daft and has endeavoured to prove that the ceremony was previously 

a prepa atory ordeal to suicide by cremation. This ingenious theory has scarcely found 

any supporter.™ 
Oldenberg, on the contrary, has only found in the diksa an analogous ceremony 

performed among the most backward people. 'There is no doubt that the diksa takes 

us back to a traditional type of primitive sorcery. Wc recognise all the characteristics 

of the rites still observed among the savage or the semi-savage hordes in order to rouse 

ecstatic atmosphere which is suitable for establishing the communion with the gods 

or the spirits. The procedures for this purpose are fixed : the contemplative immobility 

in a solitary place, the seclusion in a secret place which no disturbing elements can 

approach, the corporal mortifications of all sorts, steam-bath and above all fasting. Thus 

the Zulus declared, “A full stomach cannot have the insight for mystery".’ 

Among the natives of the northwestern America, the sorcerer invited in a festival, 

gets ready for fasting to starvation and shuts himself up in the darkest comer of his hut, 

because the custom required that he must look pale aud emaciated , , . This retreat to gloom 

68. In the Vajapeya, the Vfijinam Saman is uttered thrice while the wheel rotates. 

69. Can it be assumed that Rsipatana is from Myapatona ? Let us recall that 

*sya£rhg* lately became Rsyasrnga and some versions explain this name as “Horn of 

Rsi", 
70. Hillebrandt, RitualLimrmur, p. 125-26. 

I. S. 6~9 
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and the confinement on a skin of beast dignify all the preventive measures, displayed 

endlessly in the primitive cult. The purpose was to shield the supplicants against all harmful 

influence of the most dangerous or solemn performances. This motif, however, docs 

not appear alone. It is accompanied with, in the primitive diksa, the motif- or heat, which 

is obliterated in the present descriptions of the revived rite. The skin of antelope, the 

veil over the head, the proximity of fire are all of heat-producing function.?* 

V Henry ?3 with a view to propound the Aryan origin of the <fiks3, has criticised 

this explanation and at the same time has made a considerable progress in the interpretation 

of the rite, *Tt is quite certain that the approach of the gods are ominous. The 

sacrificcr has also provided himself against those by becoming himself one of the divini ties 

(sic) through the dlksS. Hut how can the diks3 confer on him this extraordinary privilege 

if it is not exactly a ritual, in fact, the belief of accumulating the largest amount of heat ? 

This hast is the token attribute of persons possessing heal who are the superior gods. 

The texts tell us nothing of the motif of the ecstasy, and for a very good reason. The 

sacrificcr personally has only to perform the task. He is no more than a layman who does 

not know iiow to acquire the superior knowledge, and he is in no need of performing his 

part in it because in sacrifice his role is confined to carrying out docilely what the officia¬ 

ting priests ask him to do and to say. The priests guide him throughout the sacrifice. 

Thus V, Henry has criticised the theory of Olbenberg, V, Henry tries to explain 

the i/hkru, therefore, by the simple statement that heat is the source of life. ‘The 

sacrifice": confutes himself in a hut. because the wind can never remove him from the heat. 

He covers himself with a skin of the black antelope in order to add vitality to it and 

increase it, if the antelope dies in this regime, he will mutter a prayer. He takes only 

some milk, a food naturally hot by the vital heat itself. Milk is cooked and, at any rate, 

towards the close of the ordeal, it is almost as hot as he can bear. The sacrificer "retains 

his voice” because he wastes the prana while speaking, and the prana is identical or 

intimately associated with the lapas. For the same reason he must never spit, for all 

these are an integral part of his tapas, of which nothing must be lost, so much so, that 

for his every excretion one penance has been prescribed .., Perhaps, in order to prove our 

principle, we shall be willing to know, moreover, why the future sacrificer must only 

scratch himself, as if it pricks him. with a horn of antelope suspended to his waistband ... 

The idea of heat reminds irresistibly of those heat-generating dements, among which the 

strongest is the sun-god. The sacrificcr is a warm embryo covered by a black skin ; the 

sun also, before iU ascent, remains enveloped in darkness. Just now both of them will 

rise full of life, stripping off their gloomy dress. Besides, if it is a question of generating 

force, we know what is the merited reputation of the antelope and hts kin in this respect. 

— 71 oidenberg, La Religion du Veda; tr. by Henry, p. 342-343 & p. 342, n. 2, 

72' Physique Vidiqae, JA.. 1905, p. 404 &.C ; and ef. V. Henry ct Calland, V 

Agjiisloma. 
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If it is a matter of solar heat, the sun is an antelope, aad consequently the sacrificcr too. 

A long debate is not necessary to discover that the capridac rub each other with their 

horn ... Conclusions : therefore the sacrificer scratches himsdf only with a horn of the 
antelope*. 

As he was busy, as opposed to Oldenberg, in proving the Aryan origin of the (fiksfl, 

V. Henry has only observed that some of his arguments could bt set against himself. 

Surely he has had reasons to accept as a point of departure, the statement that heat is 

the source of life. But this simple idea is common to all savage races as well as to the 

Vedic civilisation. In the same way, V. Henry submits a warning note, “the symbolism 

which represents the solar radiance by a horned and tawny “animal" is well-known in some 

countries.*8 Shall we ignore it in order to choose between the theories of Aryan and 

non-Aryan origin of the dlkza 7 

V, Henry was on the right track when he wrote that the dtksa accumulated in the 

sacrificer “the largest amount of the heat which was the token attribute of the persons 

possessing heat11. This is indeed the main point. The dtkfa originally was to make 

him who yielded to it the equal of the superior gods. By studying the religious ideas* 

independently oT the t/JAfo, oT the non-Aryan races of the Punjab, wc find that the 

Sambha changed himself into a golden deer, the image of the supreme god and the 

incarnation of the divine king. 

We have perceived now some positive similarities between the drksd and the 

ceremony of the Royal Consecration. Both accomplish the deification of a mortal by 

changing him into a deer possessing heat in order to make him an equal of the sun. 

It U therefore tempting to assign the same origin for the two ceremonies. Nevertheless* 

this assimilation is not without difficulties. 

Can it be that some rites, which were at first part of a ritual of the investiture, 

were transformed into the preliminary ordeal of the Soma sacrifice 7 We have already 

supposed that the rite, in which the wheel was turned during the proclamation of a king, 

is closed by the beginning of the domestic ritual. The formula, which was sung in this 

occasion, provides us with a precious information ; “Yaug&ndh&ri is our king" sang the 

Silvas and so muttered the brahmins, “Soma is our king”.*1 The royalty of Soma 

explains sufficiently the transfer of some ritual elements of one ceremony into another. 

Wo understand that the brahmins, desirous of enhancing the pomp of the Agniitonui 

had turned to the very solemn and ancient practices. 

Inspite of this transposition, it only appears that the diksd was modified profoundly. 

The dtksa $ecms to have been a preparatory ordeal to a great religious festivity. The 

sacrlficer is identified with the sun through this rite. It portrays the spirit of the embryonic 

sarabha ready to be bom again before Its ascent to the luminous world. 

73. JA., 1905, II, p. 408, nX 

74. Muntrapatha^ II. II, 13 ; cf, Wi>.+ IL L 3 1 Asv.+ !. 14. 7 ; Par., T. 15. 8. 
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In short, the ceremony of investiture of the ancient Cakravartins probably consisted 

of a great liturgical drama which had been diversified according to the regions. Nowhere 

can we have a complete description, but we can reconstruct the main episodes of it. 

The first act was no doubt the evening preparatory to the royal hunting. This was 

transformed into a preliminary ordeal of the Soma sacrifice. Other episodes are also 

incorporated in the brahmanic sacrifices, Aivamedha, Vajapeya etc, while some scenes 

which ceased to be enacted, arc only more known to us through some stories. 

Translated from ihc French by 
Chiirabhanu Sen 

This article originally appeared in the 
Journal Asiattqut, Vol. CCXIVH pp. 310—354, 

Tte translation is published with the lesnd permisiion 
of the Sotiki Astatine, Paris. 
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